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Border Patrol: Current Data on Internal Checkpoints Show Differences in Industry Performance (22-JUL-05, GAO-05-435). The U.S. Border Patrol, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) agency, a component of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), is carried out to apprehend people who enter the United States between
official ports of illegal entry, including potential terrorists, foreigners, and traffickers, therefore deter or stop illegal activities. The patrol operates permanent and tactical (temporary) domestic traffic checkpoints on major and secondary U.S. roads in southwestern border states, where most illegal entries occur, as part of a multilayered
strategy to maximize illegal entry and capture. This report (1) discusses the role of internal checkpoints in the patrol strategy; (2) known about checkpoint costs and benefits; and (3) how checkpoints are evaluated and performance measures show in terms of their effectiveness -------------------------Ething Terms-------------------------
REPORTNUM: GAO-05-435 ACCNO: A30778 ADI: Border Patrol: Internal Checkpoints Current Data SUGGESTS DIFFERENCES IN Industry Performance HISTORY: 22.07.2005 SUBJECT: Border control Border patrols Border security Counter-Terrorism Homeland Security Immigration Law Enforcement Performance measures
Trafficking Strategic planning Cost analysis *** ** No attempt has been made to view graphic images , but **** shape headings are duplicated. Tables are included, but **** is not similar to those in the printed version. ** Please refer to the PDF (Portable Document Format) file when ** ** is available for a full electronic file of the printed ** **
document content. ** **435 [IMG] July 2005 BORDER PATROL Available Data What GAO Found Border Patrol Detection Industry Performance Differences Suggest 8 in 9 sectors in southwest border states, works supported by tactical checkpoints. While permanent checkpoints have the advantage of physical infrastructure, tactical
checkpoints have the mobility to block routes used to evad permanent checks and respond to intelligence on illegal activities. A third type of checkpoint operates in the Tucson, Ariz., sector, where patrol has been legally banned from financing the construction of checkpoints since fiscal year 1999. This restriction prevented the construction
of a checkpoint. Patrol also began closing or relocating checkpoints in the industry every 7 days. The directive of congressional staff in June 2002 and the legal FY required to move checkpoints to the same program in 2003 and 2004, and FY averaged every 14 days in 2005. Three of the industry's six checkpoints had to close for 24/7, as
security issues made it too dangerous to relocate them. Local law enforcement and business and community leaders we interviewed from communities within the interior traffic checkpoints said the benefits from checkpoint operations were reductions in crime and vandalism. Several people pointed to traffic flows, but most supported
checkpoint operations. However, some were concerned about traffic congestion and the impact of checkpoints on quality of life in their communities. The Border Patrol routinely not evaluates the effectiveness or costs of checkpoint operations. The Patrol, Performance and Annual Report includes limited traditional performance measures
such as seized arrests and contrapers. The GAO developed a concern per agent work year to assess performance. Data shows that the performance of Tucson sector internal checkpoints fell more from FY 2002 and fell further in 2003 after the Border Patrol began regularly relocating or closing. The other three sectors, which did not
need to move or close checkpoints, did not experience a similar reduction in arrests per agency during the same period. Other factors that are not measured or accounted for may have contributed to these conclusions, but limited measures from the Border Patrol do not capture or evaluate them. A broader range of performance
measures, considering ways to improve the effectiveness of internal traffic checkpoints and border security efforts, can be useful to CBP and Congress, considering other indicators. Content of the United States Government Accountability Office Short Background Permanent and Tactical Checkpoints Are Different but Complementary
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copyright protection in the United States. It can be reproduced and fully distributed without further permission from the GAO. However, this work may contain copyrighted images or other material, so permission may be required from the copyright owner if you want to reproduce this material separately. United States Government
Accountability Office Washington, DC July 20548 July 22, 2005 Mr. Christopher Cox Chairman, Chairman of the House of Representatives House of Homeland Security Committee Mr. Harold Rogers, House of Representatives Appropriations House Homeland Security Committee Sub committee Honorable Ken Calvert Representatives
Honorable Darrell Issa House of Representatives U.S. Border Patrol Honorable Jim Kolbe House , now as part of the Department of Homeland Security's (DHS) U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) agency , The primary mission is to identify and prevent terrorists and weapons capture and illegal aliens and smugglers from entering
the United States, entry ports and land borders both within the United States. According to the Border Patrol, their operation is 2011 to apprehend illegal enterers; deter potential illegal immigration, trafficking or terrorism through such arrests; and present a high-profile presence along the borders of our nation. On the southwest border,
where the vast majority of illegal immigration to the United States occurs, the Border Patrol aim to carry out its mission with what it describes as an integrated, multi-layered border enforcement strategy. Along the border, between the official ports of entry, the first two layers consisting of 1 entry first, along the international border have
these official locations, as well as U.S. international airports and ports, through passport control and customs control of people seeking entry to the United States. The U.S. Office of Customs and Border Protection Field Operations operates the country's 317 ports of entry. The Border Patrol is responsible for border security between ports
of entry. See U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Performance and Annual Report, Fiscal Year 2004, p.11, and p.12. The line is called monitoring and second, line patrol. Together, the majority of this country's 10,800 U.S. Border Patrol agents, agents are positioned along the border line or a little further back but still generally visible
adlisity to the border, primarily well-marked all-wheel drive vehicles, deployed to maintain a high profile to deter, return, or arrest anyone trying to enter the illegal country. The line patrol layer consists of smaller units of agents deployed behind line monitoring units to provide direct support for line monitoring units. Given the 1,950-year-old
U.S.-Mexico border, the Border Patrol says it does not have all patrol personnel at the same time and therefore states that allocate personnel based on a coexists of intelligence information about terrorists and smugglers potential threats, as well as the estimated volume of illegal entries. In addition, a third layer of practice consists of
internal traffic checkpoints that monitor border patrol agents and stop vehicles at checkpoints- both permanent and tactical (temporary)-major U.S. highways and usually secondary roads from the 25 to 75 mph domestic border. This allows them to be inland enough to detect and apprehend potential terrorists and illegal aliens who try to
get further inland from the U.S. after fleeing border detections, but this is close enough to the border to control access to large population centers. Permanent internal traffic checkpoints often have locations large, box office-like structures to decide whether agents can stop vehicles for visual inspection and decide whether a more thorough
examination of vehicles and their passengers is made. There are 33 permanent domestic traffic checkpoints in southwestern border states and 33 in northern New York state. Tactical checkpoints, numbers and locations can vary daily, respond to intelligence about changes in illegal activity routes and usually consist of several vehicles,
portable water tanks, traffic cones and signs, and a mobile trailer. The purpose of permanent checkpoints is to apprehend illegal entry and contraging goods and, through the perception of potential arrest, to deter illegal entry from using major highways or roads. Permanent checkpoints support infrastructure and procedures aimed at
reducing the ability of illegal entry to exceed checkpoints; these include remote video surveillance, electronic sensors and agent patrols. Border Patrol, which has permanent checkpoints on major routes, contributes to illegal entryers using less traveled connecting roads where they are more visible, and fewer traffic permits stopping a
much higher percentage of crossings than interstate vehicles, and questioning vehicle passengers, smuggling or transit time, as well as the likelihood of detection and arrest. In addition to using agents to provide surveillance along the border between official ports of entry and inland from internal checkpoints, the Border Patrol performs its
mission by responding to electronic sensor alarms and aircraft observations, interpreting and following tracks, and patrolling a wide range of modes, including the use of horses, helicopters, small aircraft, patrol boats, off-road all-terrain vehicles (ATVs). And mountain bikes. These agents and modes of operation are deployed as an
integrated strategy in which agents can be shifted every day between line tracking, line patrol and internal checkpoint operations, as well as other missions, to respond to detected changes in the tactics and itinerary of people trying to enter the U.S. illegally. With an ongoing influx of illegal immigration along the U.S.-Mexico border,



smuggling contratras and ongoing terrorist threats, and weapons of mass destruction potentially entering the country, you expressed interest in the operations of border patrol permanent and tactical traffic checkpoints in southwestern border states in the context of general border security. To address your interests, this report focuses on
how the Border Patrol uses permanent and tactical checkpoints in southwestern border states as part of its strategy to identify and apprehend potential terrorists, illegal immigrants, and illegal fugitives, and to deter potential future violators with the possibility of capture and avoid permanent checkpoints. it will take routes and less traveled
tali roads which will more likely be caught at tactical checkpoints; it is known about the costs and benefits of domestic traffic checkpoint operations, including its effects on local law enforcement and local communities, as well as in terms of the amount of illegal and illegal entry and potential terrorists caught; and what data and performance
measures are used by the Border Patrol to evaluate internal traffic checkpoint operations, in terms of their overall effectiveness meeting agency mission objectives and how Border Patrol data can be used to improve efficiency and effectiveness additional measures. However, this report does not address some of the major problems
surrounding illegal immigration to the United States, such as inequalities in average daily wages between Mexico and the United States and the incentives created by these disparities for illegal immigration, and the challenges of neutralizing such inequalities with workspace 2 practice. We've discussed some of these issues elsewhere. In
addition, although the Border Patrol is a goal to deter illegal immigration with the possibility of detection and arrest, we have not attempted to measure the deterrent impact of Border Patrol operations, as this would be necessary, among other things, opinion surveys of Mexican citizens and potential illegal traffickers. To achieve these
goals, we reviewed Border Patrol documents, reports, guidelines, and guidelines for border strategy and checkpoint operations, as well as CBP's annual performance reports.3 We interviewed Border Patrol officials at CBP headquarters in Washington, D.C. We also interviewed Border Patrol industry center officials and observed
operations at checkpoints in San Diego, California; Tucson, Arizona; Laredo, Texas; And McAllen, Texas, Border Patrol sectors. (5 other southwestern border sectors are El Centro, California; Yuma, Arizona; El Paso, Texas; Marfa, Texas; And Del Rio, Texas. In addition to these 9 southwestern sectors, the rest of the country is divided
into 11 additional sectors by the Border Patrol.) The 4 sectors we visited were selected to provide a significant range in the size and types of internal checkpoint operations; the estimated volume of illegal annual migration; volume of transit checkpoints of vehicle traffic; topography and density of road networks; the presence or absence of
large urban areas on or near the border, on the U.S. and Mexican sides; and types of checkpoints (permanent and tactical).4 Since we cannot always observe all working conditions, the conditions we define are therefore based only on existing documentation and observations obtained from our site visits. (See application. I am for further
discussion of the range of conditions between these sectors.) 2 For example, GAO, Department of Homeland Security: Addressing the management issues facing Executive Offices, GAO-05-664T (Washington, D.C.: May 5, 2005). See also GAO, Immigration Enforcement: DHS Immigration Enforcement Objectives Included and Future
Planning Requirements, GAO-05-66 (Washington, D.C.: October 8, 2004) addressing. 3 For example, see 4The Tucson sector has checkpoints due to changing legal restrictions that began in fiscal year 1999, neither permanently nor tactically operated by the Border Patrol in other sectors. These differences are described in more detail
below. Short Results We also interview local law enforcement, business and community leaders in communities near internal traffic checkpoints related to the impact of checkpoints. Because these places are selected in an improbable way, the results of our site visits cannot be generalized to other locations and checkpoints. To assess
the reliability of Border Patrol data, we spoke to agency officials about washington, D.C., headquarters and data quality control procedures at some Border Patrol stations on the ground, including methods by which data is internally checked and reviewed for accuracy and consistency. We have determined that the Border Patrol has taken
advantage of processes and controls that provide reasonable assurance that the data recorded on arrests, opening hours and seizures of contratra assets is accurate and sufficiently reliable for the purposes of this report. We conducted our work between September 2004 and May 2005 in accordance with generally accepted state audit
standards. Additional information about our scope and methodology additional I. Detailed information about the four Border Patrol sectors we visited can be found in app approp: Through V. Interior traffic checkpoints as part of the Border Patrol's multi-layered implementation strategy, to increase the likelihood of identifying potential
terrorists, illegal immigrants, and fugitives fleeing the border and patrols at the border. The Border Patrol aims to increase national security by increasing the likelihood of arrest and deter potential future illegals from crossing the border by enacting existing immigration and smuggling laws. The Border Patrol runs 33 permanent internal
traffic checkpoints in 8 of the 9 sectors along the southwest border. In all sectors except Tucson, permanent checkpoints are supported by additional tactical checkpoints. It can work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week with permanent checkpoints, infrastructures that support access to computers and technology, buildings with detention
facilities, shadow and water for blood, paved shoulder areas with sufficient space for vehicle lifting equipment required for control under vehicles, and other inspecting gamma-Ray machines The number and location of tactical checkpoints may vary daily depending on the combination of available resources and intelligence on illegal entry
routes that border patrol uses to decide where to set up tactical checkpoints. In the Tucson sector, however, Congress has banned the construction of checkpoints since fiscal year 1999. Since the industry did not have permanent checkpoints before the ban and used portable equipment to set up sparse-moving checkpoints, but did not
have permanent structures, the effect of the 5-legislative language was to prevent the construction of permanent checkpoints. In addition, in June 2002, on the orders of congressional staff and to comply with the legislative language starting in fiscal year 2003, the Border Patrol regularly switches or closes checkpoints in the tucson sector
at least every 7 days in the last quarter of fiscal 2002, in fiscal years 2003 and 2004. In fiscal year 2005, the legislative language was less restrictive, and Tucson required industry checkpoints to be reassed at least once every 14 days. The Border Patrol implemented this language by keeping a checkpoint in the industry open for 14 days,
staying closed for 8 hours and reopening it for 14 days, while other checkpoints are protected by different programs that the patrol believes are in accordance with the law. The result of these legal constraints in the Tucson sector has been that the Border Patrol has engaged in what we call permanent and tactical hybrids but non-
permanent checkpoints that lack the logistical, communications and other capabilities provided by the physical infrastructure of permanent checkpoints or the flexibility of tactical checkpoints. In the Tucson sector, according to Border Patrol officials, a lack of permanent infrastructure, along with regular mandatory deportation, results in the
closure of 3 out of 6 industry checkpoints due to an inability to find an alternative location that meets safety requirements for adequate shoulder areas and an inability to find advance news for vehicles approaching a checkpoint. To support these non-permanent checkpoints, the Tucson sector periodically operates tactical checkpoints, as
in other sectors with permanent checkpoints. Some advantages of internal traffic checkpoints are more easily measured than others, but lack of data makes it difficult to estimate direct costs of internal traffic checkpoints resulting from labor and over-expenses, or indirect costs such as delays that cause passengers or commercial
travelers. Measurable benefit data includes measures such as apprehending people who violate immigration laws and detecting and seizing illegal drugs and other contratra smugglers. For example, in fiscal year 2004, 9 internal checkpoints in southwestern sectors, according to 5 Border Patrol, used in a coexerete of this roving and
stayed in the same place for a long time but there was no permanent infrastructure temporary checkpoints. The Border Patrol did not reach a level until the late 1990s when traffic volume and illegal immigration felt permanent checkpoints were needed to meet the needs of the industry. About 10 percent of the total Border Patrol personnel
in the sectors assigned to those checkpoints accounted for about 8 percent of the Border Patrol's total arrests that year, from the detection and capture of more than 96,000 illegal aliens. In addition, domestic traffic checkpoint operations in 9 southwestern sectors seized 418,102 pounds of marijuana and cocaine 10,853 pounds, or about
31 percent of marijuana, and about 74 percent of cocaine seized nationally by border patrol in fiscal 2004. The less measurable benefits were shown by the most local law enforcement, business, and we interviewed community leaders, who spoke positively of reductions in crime and vandalism by traffickers and illegal aliens. As for the
cost of checkpoint operations, the Border Patrol did not protect the costs of checkpoints individually or collectively in easily accessible databases.6 Data was also not available at some indirect costs, such as traffic delays and traffic congestion. For example, professional organizations that monitor traffic, such as the Southern California
Automobile Club, american truck associations, the California Highway Patrol and the California Department of Transportation, do not report problems for passengers, commercial travelers or tourists originating from internal checkpoints in the main traffic arteries in the industries we visit. It did not produce data, studies or reports about
literature searches and information requests, traffic, operating costs or crime rates, reporting benefits or side effects, or systematically analyzed. Traffic jams and backups occurred at some checkpoints on major highways, but several visited when we observed traffic being monitored, stopping operations and detecting excessive waiting
time of agents when traffic to normal flows. For example, the Temecula, California, I-15 checkpoint guide determines that agents should not allow a backup that exceeds a certain approximate distance and a certain approximate number of minutes. Costs to commuters and commercial traffic that could result from delays at checkpoints
could not be calculated because 33 permanent southwest checkpoints do not have data on the number of passengers delayed on an annual rate, the length of delays, salaries of delays or commercial losses that may be caused by traffic delays. It is also difficult to calculate costs, as the 6Cost data we obtain at internal checkpoints must
be collected through data requests for each sector and is not available for permanent face. checkpoints. 7 Due to some operational guidance sensitivity, the Border Patrol asked us not to provide exact numbers. Border Patrol does not regularly hold data on the operating costs of checkpoints. Performance measures on how well a
government agency conducts its mission are essential for annual evaluation and improvement, not least because they help the administration identify problems and allocate resources to resolve them. However, we found that the Border Patrol did not systematically assess the effectiveness of internal checkpoint operations. CBP prepares
a Performance and Annual Report each year and sends it to Congress. In these reports, CBP uses traditional measures of law enforcement performance-the-number and quantity of arrests and the type of contraband, including the type of border patrol performance report is seized. The most recent two-year report did not specify any data
or analysis of the performance of internal checkpoints. These reports will be more useful to CBP and Congress if they include additional measures internal measures to compare the effectiveness of internal checkpoints with line tracking and line patrol operations. This can help determine whether the personnel and equipment resources
allocated to different layers in the multilayer strategy are the right size. Traditional measures do not take into account inputs such as labor and over-expense costs, so it makes it difficult to determine whether one of the type of sector or checkpoint is more cost-effective than others. For example, knowing that more illegal immigrants are
caught in one industry than another doesn't tell managers whether it's on more agencies or more internal checkpoints in that industry compared to others. Alternatively, it does not provide information about whether the success that appears in arrests is better intermediary work than other sectors, or whether a very large input volume is
functioning than positioning checkpoints. Using existing data, we developed two performance measures to complement the traditional law enforcement measures used by the Border Patrol. These two measures alone do not exhaust potential ways in which checkpoint operations can be assessed and should not be considered isolated
from the broader context of the multi-tier strategy, as well as other factors that may affect checkpoint and line monitoring/line patrol operations , such as the volume of illegal migration to an industry. With these caveats in mind, we compared data on the performance of internal checkpoints in the Tucson sector with those in the other three
sectors we visited in terms of costs per concern, based on per-agency arrests per business year and the average cost of a business year.8 Checkpoint performance, measured by arrests per vehicle working year, started a significant decline in the Tucson sector in fiscal 2020, 2002 We saw the start of a significant decline in the Tucson
sector in 2002, the start of a significant decline in the Tucson sector in fiscal 2002, the start of a significant decline in the Tucson sector in fiscal 2002, the start of a significant decline in the Tucson sector in fiscal 2020. Saw. Regular transport or closure of checkpoints every 7 days from June 2002 was another significant drop in fiscal year
2003, when the legal language came into force. In contrast, comparable decreases in checkpoint performance data have not occurred in the last quarter of fiscal 2002 or in fiscal years 2003 and 2004 (an average of 14 days in fiscal 2005) in the other 3 sectors we visited, where checkpoints did not need to be moved or closed. At the same
time, it is important to accept that there may be other factors affecting this measure of performance that we cannot measure or are not aware of. While the two performance measures we developed are some of the many possibilities for assessing effectiveness, Border Patrol officials said they found these two measures potentially useful
for making allocation decisions along with other data and information. To better measure the impact of border control efforts and more effectively manage and allocate resources, we recommend that the Customs and Border Protection Commissioner develop performance measures such as the productivity and effectiveness of traditional
checkpoints for border patrol. We also recommend that the Commissioner include cbp's performance and annual report data and analysis of the performance of internal checkpoints, including additional performance measures and what can be done to improve their effectiveness. Dhs interpreted a draft of this report, adopting the proposals
and noting that CBP is taking steps to implement them. 8 Working years are the total hours divided into 2080 for agencies to work in a specific place (40-hour week hours are 52 weeks). The cost of arrests per vehicle working year was calculated by dividing it by a Border Patrol agent's average fiscal year 2004 ($53,000) salary based on
the number of arrests per working year reported for checkpoints such as 191 arrests per working year at internal checkpoints in the San Diego sector in fiscal 2004. In this case, $53,000 produced a cost per arrest of $277 divided by 191. Background U.S. Customs and Border Protection, a component of the Department of Homeland
Security, has primary responsibility to ensure the security of the nation's borders. The U.S. Border Patrol is CBP's uniformed enforcement division responsible for border security between designated official ports for entry into the country. According to the Border Patrol, since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, its primary task has
been to prevent terrorists and terrorist weapons from entering the United States between official ports of entry. In addition, the Border Patrol has a traditional mission to prevent the entry of illegal aliens, traffickers, drugs and other contraging goods into the country, such as these activities directly affect United security and security Border
Patrol agents often report to Border Patrol stations and substations in each of these sectors at the beginning and end of their workday; these stations function as much as they do for police personnel across the country. The number of stations and substations differs widely by sector.9 The Border Patrol's fiscal year 2005 budget was about
$1.4 billion. As of March 2005, the Border Patrol had 10,817 agents nationwide; 6,129 (57 percent) were located in 9 Border Patrol sectors along the southwest border. According to the Border Patrol, about 10 percent of Border Patrol agents nationwide are assigned to internal traffic checkpoints in southwestern border areas. Permanent
and tactical internal traffic checkpoints are usually on large and secondary roads, usually with an in-house limit of 25 to 75 miles. These internal checkpoint locations are selected by the Border Patrol to maximize the likelihood that illegal entry will have to pass through checkpoints to get to major U.S. population centers that have managed
to avoid border defense and patrols. Although tactical checkpoints are mobile and move daily or weekly as needed, they are required to inform drivers in advance that a checkpoint has been set up and is in operation. This is usually done using orange traffic cones and large, visible signs positioned before the checkpoint position.
According to permanent checkpoints, 9 Border Patrol stations are responsible for a specific geographic area within a sector, thanks to them. Substations are responsible for a geographical area within the area of responsibility of a station. The stations consist of at least one patrol agent, one or more supervised Border Patrol agents,
numerous Border Patrol agents and support personnel and related equipment needed to perform their duties. Substations report to the main station. And at stations, report to the industry chief patrol agent. permaneance and large traffic signs meet these criteria for advance and visibility. Figure 1 shows topography, interstate highways
and some major major roads along the southwest border. Figure 1: Topography and Road Systems Southwest Border Major interstate road State road Desert areas Mountain ranges Source: along GAO. Note: The U.S.-Mexico border is shown in San Diego, California, with a black line starting on the far left and moving to the far right and
ending in Brownsville, Texas. The former Immigration and Citizenship Service (INS) Border Patrol began implementing a strategy called Operation Hold-the-Line in 1993 to gradually increase control of the Southwest border, making it harder and more costly for foreigners to attempt illegal entry. then San Diego, California; El Paso, Texas;
And although McAllen, Texas, regions.11 INS achieved the goal of shifting illegal foreign traffic away from these areas, the shift was achieved at a cost for both illegal aliens and 12 INS. In particular, instead of being deterred from some illegal entry attempts, there is a risk of injury and death by trying to cross mountains, deserts and rivers,
rather than many foreigners, especially in the Arizona and Tucson sector. These conditions, which the Border Patrol says continue to this day, have led INS and now CBP to warn aliens of the dangers of illegal crossing and set up search-and-rescue units. As a result, contrary to ins expectations, the strategy led to a significant increase in
illegal immigration through the Tucson sector, which, despite its topography and climate, was indirectly measured by total arrests, which increased nearly seven times in this sector between fiscal years 1993 and 2000. In contrast, over the same period, total arrests from the other eight southwestern sectors decreased by about 28 percent.
The biggest drop was in the San Diego sector, where arrests fell by almost three-quarters in 1993200. Nationwide, border patrol arrests at all locations (including border, border and internal checkpoints) over the past 4 years have changed to about 1.3 million in fiscal year 2001, fiscal year over 955,000 in 2002, fiscal year over 931,000 in
2003 and fiscal year over 1.1 million in 2004. Figure 2 shows total annual arrests of illegal immigrants in all locations in each of the 9 southwestern Border Patrol sectors reported for fiscal years 2001-2004. 10U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Performance and Annual Report, Fiscal Year 2003, p. 43. 11U.S. Customs and Border
Protection, Performance and Annual Report, Fiscal Year 2003, p. 42 and p. 43. 12GAO, INS 'Southwest Border Strategy: Resource and Impact Issues Remain seven years, GAO-01-842 (Washington, D.C.: August 2, 2001). Figure 2: Total Capture of Illegal Immigrants in All Locations in Every Southwest Border Patrol Sector in fiscal years
2001-2004 600,000 500,000 400,000 300,000 200,000 100,000 0 San Diego, El Centro, Yuma, Tucson, El Paso, Marfa, Del Rio, Laredo, McAllen, Calif. Calif. Ariz. Ariz. Tex. Tex. Tex. Tex. Tex. Sector Fiscal year 2001 Fiscal year 2002 Fiscal year 2003 Fiscal year 2004 Source : GAO analysis of CBP data. As can be seen, the Tucson
sector's fiscal year has been the largest number of arrests since 2001, which Border Patrol officials attributed in part to link the official entry zoning tink in sectors where the old INS strategy had the highest estimated illegal immigration in the early and mid-1990s, san diego, California, and the Texas sectors of El Paso and McAllen.13 are
much more pronounced in the nearer years Illegal aliens have occurred in 8 other sectors in the Tucson sector. When setting up checkpoints, the Border Patrol should consider court decisions by immigration officers on the parameters of authorization 13U. Customs and Border Protection, Performance and Annual Report, Fiscal Year
2003, p. 43. conduct investigations into illegal aliens. The legal authority of immigration officials to establish permanent checkpoints and stop vehicles from crossing has been affirmed by 14 United States v. Martinez-Fuerte Supreme Court. The Supreme Court ruled that government officials should be able to stop vehicles at the permanent
internal checkpoint for short questioning without reasonable suspicion of drivers and passengers. After routinely stopping or slowing down cars at a permanent checkpoint, the Court has ruled that it is constitutional for drivers to selectively referre them to a secondary inspection zone for questions about citizenship and immigration status
based on criteria that will not sustain the patrol stop.15 The Court rules that the constitutional interests of drivers at these checkpoints will not be violated. for a number of reasons. These checkpoints, with flashing lights and warning signs, found that an official barricade that applies to all drivers provided advance warning of drivers.16
Drivers, as they know, or did not take surprises to locate checkpoints. Also, The court has ruled that there is visible evidence of how regularly established checkpoints are operated, that the stops are duly authorized.17 An organization specializing in immigration issues estimated that since 1990, the number of people entering the U.S.
illegally has averaged half a million a year since 1990, and the number of illegal aliens living in the United States has increased from 8.4 million in April to 20000 in recent years. March 2005.18 14428 USA 543 (1976) about 11 million. A 15A mobile patrol stop is a stop that is stopped by an agent who patrols a vehicle but is not assigned to
a specific place. One of the 16Control points was only 70 percent functional due to staff shortages. 428 U.S.543, 554. 17 There are a number of court orders regarding the use and patrolling of permanent and temporary checkpoints. United States v. Brignoni-Ponce, 422 USA 873 (1975), under the Fourth Amendment of the Supreme
Court ruled that, outside the border or its functional equivalents, mobile patrol officers can only stop vehicles if certain artistic facts lead to suspicion. 18Pew Hispanic Center, Estimates of The Size and Characteristics of the Undocumented Population, February 21, 2005. Given that these estimates were provided for background purposes,
we did not assess their reliability. Permanent and Tactical Checkpoints Have Different but Complementary Roles Border Patrol Strategy The Border Patrol uses persistent and tactical cellulose in 8 of the 9 southwestern regions as part of a multi-layered implementation strategy to deter and defend possible terrorists and their weapons,
illegal fugitive smugglers, and those who have entered the country illegally.19 Permanent and tactical checkpoints corresponding to the Border Patrol's different roles in its implementation strategy have different capabilities. Permanent checkpoints have the advantage of a wide range of logistics, communications, suspicious interrogations
and detentions, as well as physical infrastructure that provides equipment distribution and storage features, as well as adequate shade and cages for the thinks. Tactical checkpoints have the mobility advantage, allowing the Border Patrol to respond quickly to emerging trends, intelligence or national security threats. According to the
Border Patrol, permanent checkpoints are effective when supported by the most effective tactical checkpoints, which are often used on secondary roads to cut off access to those who want to escape permanent checkpoints on the main arteries. This is not the case in the Tucson sector, where the legislative language has banned the
construction of checkpoints since fiscal year 1999. In addition, starting in mid-2002 and throughout fiscal year 2004, the Border Patrol regularly placed or closed checkpoints in the Tucson sector, such as every 7 days. The result was an industry that lacked the advantages of permanent or tactical checkpoints and consisted of non-
permanent checkpoints that diminished the ability of Border Patrol states to fulfill the Border Patrol's mission in the Tucson sector. Permanent and Tactical Checkpoints Every Border Enforcement Strategy Has a Role Border Patrol uses domestic traffic checkpoints as a third layer of defense and deterrence against potential terrorists and
weapons, illegal traffickers and people who have entered the illegal country. According to the Border Patrol, permanent and tactical checkpoints are part of an integrated, multilayered implementation strategy aimed at achieving two key law enforcement objectives: (1) increasing the likelihood that all kinds of illegal participants will be
detected and apprehended, thereby deterring other potential illegal instegrate from trying to enter the country, otherwise successfully crossing the border could mean there are no other obstacles for them. , and (2) 19As as mentioned earlier, the fiscal year in the Tucson sector has affected the operation of funds and checkpoints of
changing legal restrictions since 1999. The Role of Permanent Checkpoints is to deter illegal entry from passing through permanent checkpoints on major highways for fear of detection, and therefore to cause them to use less traveled taliyols where border patrol can stop all or almost all vehicles (due to much lower traffic illegal entry is
made more visible and easier to catch.20 Procedures at both permanent and tactical checkpoints include slowing or stopping traffic as vehicles pass through the checkpoint. As traffic slows, Border Patrol agents use visual cues and investigators trained to shake the vehicle or stop the vehicle, question the passenger (s), and find drugs
and undercover people to determine whether a more thorough secondary examination is needed. Permanent checkpoints crossed the illegal border and are placed in locations designed to maximize their chances of identifying illegal immigrants and traffickers seeking to reach large population centers such as Los Angeles, California or
Phoenix, Arizona. According to the Border Patrol, where possible, permanent checkpoints are placed after a large number of highways or highways are merged, so anyone who wants to get out of the area to the interior of the country must carry them in transit. The physical infrastructure of permanent checkpoints gives them different
capabilities than tactical checkpoints. For example, permanent checkpoint facilities are equipped with technology and computers connected to national law enforcement databases to help identify suspects, investigate criminal hisdies, and cross-check terrorist watch lists. They also offer better signage, lighting and larger shoulder areas to
get out of the traffic path, without them offering more physical safety for employees, many of which have paved and protective concrete barriers. In addition, permanent checkpoints support infrastructure and procedures aimed at reducing the ability of illegal entry to exceed checkpoints. These include remote video surveillance, electronic
sensors and patrols around checkpoints. 20The Border Patrol expresses these intended effects as deterrence - namely deterrence of illegal entry from Mexico to the United States, and more easily deterrence of those entering illegally using high-volume highways that can be mixed into thousands of vehicles transiting permanent
checkpoints. We chose to use this terminology used by the Border Patrol. Among the resources usually found at permanent checkpoints are: computers connected to national law enforcement databases, such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Integrated Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS) system, to provide
identity checks. Figure 3 shows a fingerprint reading machine that scans a fingerprint and then transmittes information to a central database through high-speed communication, which is primarily available over a wired, secure line.21 According to the 21 21 Border Patrol, it wants a vehicle area carrying equipment capable of secure data
transfer. However, the high cost of the vehicles, about $114,000 each and technological challenges slowed this program down. Inch For the initial purchase cost, there is also a recurring expense for satellite time, estimated at $12,000 per connection per month. In contrast, the average cost of installing persistent landline database access
at a facility is $30,000, and the estimated recurring monthly expense of $3,000 for T-1 line access. Figure 3: IAFIS Fingerprint Display (left) and Reading Machine (right) I-5 San Clemente, California, Checkpoint Source: GAO. o Vehicle and Cargo Inspection System (VACIS) machines use gammaray technology to examine the contents of
vehicles, including trucks. As Figure 4 shows, the size of this equipment is significant and requires sufficient offroad space to allow it to work safely without interfering with traffic flow. The VACIS truck moves its arm over the object vehicle and produces a colorful image of the interior that appears on the color monitor inside the truck. Figure
5 shows what a car looks like on a monitor; the actual screen is colored. Figure 4: VACIS Machine I-15 Temecula, California, Checkpoint Figure 5 A Vehicle Review: VACIS Monitor Display, I-5 Checkpoint, Temecula, California Source: GAO. o Electricity and water services o Permanent toll booth-like structures that provide cover from the
air, including shade for agents and canevs that room for the processing and detaining of persons suspected of trafficking or other illegal activity, including buildings o Permanent, other Border Patrol and large communication towers that allow radio communication to national law enforcement agencies that night and permanent lighting for
bad weather that is the area needed for elevators to inspect under vehicle lifts , as shown in figure 6. Role of Tactical Checkpoints Figure 6: Vehicle Lift at I-35 Checkpoint, North of Laredo, Texas Source: GAO. Tactical checkpoints are carried out to support permanent checkpoints by monitoring and controlling traffic on secondary roads
that can be used to evad permanent checkpoints. For example, in the San Diego sector Temecula keeps up to eight tactical checkpoints to inspect travel vehicles on the back roads in the hills around the permanent checkpoint on checkpoint I-15. Tactical checkpoints are intended to be mobile and set up for short-term use only. They were
placed elsewhere by the Border Patrol to respond to intelligence about smuggling habits and routes used by illegal aliens. According to the Border Patrol, the combination of permanent and complementary tactical checkpoints is aimed at both identifying people entering the country illegally and avoiding permanent checkpoints and instead
increasing the chances of identifying and catching illegal aliens who want to use less traveled routes. On these less travel itinerarys, with a relatively low volume of traffic as few hundred vehicles a day, the Border Patrol is able to stop and stop every car observing and questioning passengers.22 This increases the likelihood of detecting
illegal entering while being exposed to vehicles of this level on heavily traveled highways to avoid long traffic delays. Unlike resources, which are usually distributed at permanent checkpoints, tactical ones, due to mobility, do not have large fixed facilities or wired communication. However, thanks to their mobility, they offer an element of
flexibility. Tactical checkpoints usually consist of several Border Patrol vehicles, used by agents to take them to the ground; to slow down orange cones and direct traffic; portable water supply; a cage for canines (if distributed with a checkpoint); portable recreational facilities; and warning signs. Some may also have portable lighting if
operated at twilight or at night. If the individuals are detained at the tactical checkpoint, some agents have to leave the checkpoint and return them to the border patrol station for identification. Our observations at tactical checkpoints showed that most of the equipment should be able to work or be moved to the checkpoint and removed
when relocated. According to the Border Patrol, this increases wear and tear on equipment and absorbs pull, pull, install, disassemble and tow the equipment back to a Border Patrol station or an alternative tactical checkpoint. Figure 7 shows a tactical checkpoint on the way to Sandia Creek, in a rural area near Temecula, California, used
to complete a permanent checkpoint on this I-15. 22 For example, while 122,000 vehicles pass through the average daily Temecula, California, I-15 checkpoint, border patrol data for 8 tactical checkpoints supporting the permanent checkpoint on I-15 shows the average daily volume, ranging from about 100 to 800 vehicles. Figure 7:
Sandia Creek Road Tactical Checkpoint, near Temecula, California Source: GAO. While the changing locations of tactical checkpoints seem to offer a surprise potential element, the Border Patrol told us that alien and contra poachers could use mobile phones and communications networks to alert confederates to the presence of
checkpoints minutes after their locations were located. The Border Patrol has told us that alien and illegal smugglers have observed some checkpoints and reported their activities to their confederations. According to the Border Patrol, smugglers know within minutes of a checkpoint being closed. The Legal Restrictions on the Tucson
Sector for the fiscal years 1999-2004, annual allowances, did not create usable funds for the site construction, design or construction of any Border Patrol checkpoints in the Tucson sector.23 Since the Tucson sector was not permanent checkpoints at the time the ban was first implemented, the impact of this restriction is no checkpoints
can be planned or built in this sector. According to the Border Patrol, the department's gEzici patrols and gEzici patrols, which have been in the same place for a long time but do not have permanent infrastructure, and a luxury of mission border crossings are being used. The Border Patrol said that until the late 1990s, when its overall
strategy to drastically strengthen the border in urbanized areas took effect in San Diego, California, until the late 1990s, when the volume of illegal entries entering the industry increased significantly; El Paso, Texas; And McAllen, Texas. The Fiscal Year 2003 and 2004 Appropriations Act added a clause requiring checkpoints in the
Tucson sector to be moved at least every 7 days to prevent people subject to inspection from estimating their location. Because permanent checkpoints cannot be built under these restrictions and temporary checkpoints must be moved at least every 7 days, checkpoints have functioned as hybrids, or the advantages of physical
infrastructure specific to what we call permanent ones, nor non-permanent checkpoints with the flexibility to respond to intelligence 24 information of tactical checkpoints. Such checkpoints do not have permanent infrastructure, and therefore there is often no multi-capability associated with persistent checkpoints in other sectors. At the
same time, they are often held in the same locations, which are chosen in part by the Border Patrol for both security and legal considerations, because they also lack tactical flexibility. Checkpoint locations, a small trailer, water tanks, portable lights and generators need to have enough shoulder space to place the necessary equipment to
protect the checkpoint, as well as space to carry out secondary inspections of the 23Omnibus Consolidated and Emergency Additional Allowance Act, 1999, P.L. 105277 (1998); Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2000, P.L. 106-113 (1999); District of Columbia appropriations, 2001, P.L. 106-553 (2000); Trade, Justice and Government,
Judiciary and Related Institutions Appropriations Act, 2002, S.L. 107-77 (2001); Consolidated Appropriations Decision, 2003, P.L. 108-7 (2003); Department of Homeland Security Appropriations Act, 2004, P.L. 108-90 (2003); and department of the Homeland Security Appropriations Act, 2005, S.L. 108-334 (2004). 24 The rest of this
report expresses these hybrid checkpoints in the Tucson sector as non-permanent checkpoints. ordered to pull over vehicles. Locations must also have enough space to place signs before the checkpoint to notify vehicles of the location of the checkpoint (to comply with legal decisions), and cannot be placed after sharp bends or around
that will forer on the notification of the checkpoint for vehicles to come to a sudden standstill. In addition, checkpoint locations are selected by the Border Patrol and those who enter must pass through them in advance to the north. Depending on the criticality of their original location in terms of road networks and smuggling routes,
relocating these checkpoints can reduce their effectiveness in monitoring vehicle traffic. (See application III, figure 14 for a map of the industry and checkpoints.) To support these non-permanent checkpoints, the Tucson sector periodically operates tactical checkpoints, as in other sectors with permanent checkpoints. Fiscal year 2005
Appropriations law limited the funding ban to construction only, allowing the use of funds for site construction and design. In addition, this law directed CBP to do a study of proposed permanent checkpoints within the Tucson sector.25 In addition, the 2005 Act amended the need to change checkpoints on average at least every 14 days.
According to the Border Patrol, his average expression provided more flexibility in determining checkpoint operating schedules than in at least every 7 days of previous years. As a result, in fiscal year 2005, patrol runs the I-19 checkpoint for 14 days, closes it for 8 hours, and then reopens it for 14 days. In addition, patrol had held
checkpoints in 42 locations after the more northern mileage (KP), because it had allowed illegal immigrants moving south to the KP 25 location every 7 days to wait until KP 42 was off and then move north. At other checkpoints in the Tucson sector, Patrol maintains different opening and closing programs that it says are appropriate with
its average language every 14 days.26 25Department of Homeland Security Appropriations Act, 2005, P.L. 108-334 (2004). It is calling for a spending plan that includes the location, design, costs and benefits of each proposed permanent checkpoint. This study was presented to the committee by CBP in April 2005. 26 We have not
confirmed whether these programs are implemented as specified. However, we have obtained copies of records held by the Tucson sector, which records when I-19 and other Tucson checkpoints opened and closed. However, as reported by the House Appropriations Committee, the fiscal year 2006 appropriations bill would be back the
7-day deportation requirement. It also ensures that no funds can be used for site development, design or construction of permanent checkpoints in this industry.27 Non-Permanent Checkpoints of the Tucson Sector had additional limitations before the implementation of INS's southwest border strategy in 1993, with a smaller volume of
illegal foreign traffic than the San Diego and El Paso sectors, where the Tucson sector was indirectly measured by arrests. In fiscal year 1993, the Tucson sector had less than a fifth as much as the San Diego sector, less than a third of those in the El Paso sector. As a strategy While the San Diego and El Paso sectors have become more
difficult for illegal foreigners, the volume of illegal traffic in the Tucson sector increased nearly sevenfold during the 1993-2000 fiscal years, when indirectly measured by industry-wide arrests. This increase in illegal activity, as well as an overall increase in legitimate vehicle traffic, has led the Border Patrol to consider a permanent presence
for checkpoints in the Tucson sector, where it previously operated only tactical checkpoints. The Border Patrol began implementing the 7-day deportation requirement in June 2002, as mentioned above. Where possible, taking into account safety and operational strategy, patrol officials said, they are changing non-permanent checkpoints
along the same route in the Tucson sector. The Border Patrol managed to set up non-permanent checkpoints between alternative areas along two such routes. However, for 3 out of 6 checkpoints in the industry, security factors prevented the use of other points on the same route, and the Border Patrol closed checkpoints for 7 days. (6
checkpoints close every night and are replaced by mobile vehicle patrols due to the very sparse population of the area in which it is located.) 28 7-day deportation rule at least 27Department of Homeland Security Appropriations Act, 2006, H.R. 2360, 109 Cong. (Reported from the House Appropriations Committee on May 13, 2005.) 28
We have not confirmed whether the Border Patrol has closed the checkpoints according to the schedule described to us, as we only make site visits to checkpoints at certain times during a trip to this sector and we do not have days or days left at these points. On average, once in fiscal year 2005, the 2005 appropriations legislation.29
The Border Patrol said it was not trying to avoid complying with the purpose of the deportation rule by opening an alternative checkpoint just a short distance from the first or closing it for only a few hours. Officials said he tried to shut it down for one illegal day at a time to try to meet the head of illegal aliens and traffickers. However, they
said this was not efficient because smugglers were monitoring checkpoint activity so closely. According to Border Patrol officials, the ban on regularly building checkpoints in the Tucson sector, along with mandatory deportations, allows smugglers and illegal aliens to advance their entry into the United States at the risk of a diminished ban.
Table 1 shows variations followed by the Border Patrol in operating non-permanent checkpoints in the Tucson sector. Table 1: Tucson Sector Non-Permanent Checkpoints Legislative Language Checkpoint Open, Shutdown and Legislative Language Compliance Schedule A Opens when entry point A opens south location open and closes
every night B Opens and closes for periods to comply with the legislative language It opens to comply with the legal language and closes for periods to comply with the legislative language Since there is no safe alternative location between the KP 42 and KP 25 E Checkpoint alternatives d checkpoints are between 3 locations (SR) set
along the state route (SR) 82 or SR 83 F Open and close for periods to comply with the legislative language The alternative location is not changed because it is the source Source Source: Border Patrol. According to Border Patrol officials, smugglers and illegal aliens often stay until they learn from confederations that a checkpoint is in
the process of being moved or closed, and use that downtime to advance their illegal entry. In today's environment, border patrol officials said, they are opposed to increasingly sophisticated smugglers using radios, cellphones, global positioning systems and the 29Department Of Homeland Security Appropriations, 2005, P.L. 108-334
(2004). other high-tech equipment agents to monitor their movements and alert each other when checkpoints are moved or closed. Highway I-19, Nogales, Arizona, border, directly north of Tucson, Border Patrol, KP 42 and KP 25, instruct congressional staff (for 2002 in the last quarter of the fiscal year) and then the interstate highway
that alternates between two locations for non-permanent checkpoints, in line with legal restrictions for fiscal year 2003 and 2004. While Northbir (KP 42) was open, the Border Patrol said illegal aliens and traffickers who had done it across the border then communities also waited south, but north of KP 25. (For an industry map showing
these locations, see application iii, figure 14.) When the checkpoint on KP 42 closed and landed on KP 25, illegal enterers waiting north of KP 25 (but south of KP 42 while it was open) were able to act with less risk of banning it because there was no longer a checkpoint in the north. In fiscal year 2005, as mentioned above, the Border
Patrol maintained checkpoints further north in KP 42 to reduce the potential for illegal entry by taking advantage of deportations that occurred in previous years. In addition, the checkpoint is kept open for 14 days, then closed for 8 hours and then reopened for 14 days. The Border Patrol said it believes this program is in keeping with the
fiscal year legislative language, which requires Tucson industry checkpoints to be moved on average every 14 days. Border Patrol officials said patrol would not be able to perform all the enforcement functions of the Tucson sector without the typical infrastructure of permanent checkpoints in other sectors. For example, suspects who do
not have access to national databases checkpoints cannot be easily identified and must be transported by an agent or agent to a Border Patrol station with database access to determine whether individuals can be detained. Furthermore, non-permanent Tucson checkpoints lack adequate large, level, off-road shoulder areas furnished to
distribute vehicle elevators or vacis required to inspect trucks under and within the vehicle. According to the Border Patrol, because the detention facilities at these checkpoints are small rooms in mobile trailers, their interior doors and locks can be poor, inadequate in size and safety. (See photo in figure 8.) Upon the capture of a suspect
or suspect, Border Patrol agents from the border crossing are required to transfer them to a station with sufficient facilities for detention and processing, as is the case at typical permanent checkpoints elsewhere. Sending agents or agents to a station with suspects is inefficient use of personnel and could cause the non-permanent
checkpoint to close due to staff shortages, the Border Patrol said. Figure 8 shows photos of the non-permanent checkpoint operated on I-19 in the Tucson sector in KP 42, located under the overpass to protect from solar and weather conditions, with limited facilities for vehicles pulled over for further inspection. Figure 8: Tucson Sector
Non-Permanent Checkpoint KP 42 I-19, Near Tubac, Arizona Source: GAO. The Benefits and Costs of Traffic Control Points Are Difficult to Measure, but Some Examples Are Available Although total arrests and illegal seizure data are available for internal checkpoints, it is difficult to measure the costs of some benefits and traffic
checkpoints, such as the deterrence of potential contrapable goods traffickers or the deterrence of people considering illegal entry into the U.S., because deterrence is difficult to measure, and cost data is not kept separately by border patrol for permanent or tactical checkpoints. No studies or reports have been made by the Border Patrol
regarding the benefits and costs of the checkpoint. Among the less measurable benefits that can be described, intelligence interrogations of arrested aliens and traffickers are said to testify to the deterrent effects of internal checkpoints. In addition, local citizens and community groups that have come together living near or around internal
checkpoints generally do not support it. However, this support is not universal. The most prepared data on the benefits of arrests and Drug Internal checkpoints are the benefits of seizing drug seizure and arrest data recorded daily by the Border Patrol at checkpoints and stations. In fiscal year 2004, for example, the Border Patrol found
that 96,000 southwestern internal checkpoints where about 10 percent of Border Patrol agents in these sectors worked foreign arrests, or 8 percent of all Border Patrol arrests, and In fiscal year 2004, marijuana and 10,853 pounds of cocaine, or marijuana, about 31 percent, and nationally seized cocaine by border patrol are about 74
percent. In addition to the benefits of the seizing of contratragencies, and mitigating human trafficking, individuals suspected of terrorism were detected while crossing a Border Patrol internal checkpoint, and appropriate actions fbi.30 Deterrence and Traffic Checkpoints some other potential benefits were detected at least six incidents
were reported to us reports of trafficking and illegal aliens and rising trafficking costs reports that intelligence briefings are difficult to measure checkpoints' deterrent effect provides some evidence. Information from the interrogations shows that internal checkpoints deter some people from trying to go through these checks, while also
pushing them into more easily identifiable rural areas among a lower volume of traffic. According to the Border Patrol, the presence of effective checkpoints could contribute to increased smuggling costs, possibly also as a deterrent. In the San Diego industry, for example, trafficking fees charged by border patrol for Mexicans and others
had increased five times (for about $1,500 per person) in recent years, due to border defense violations and perceived difficulty transiting through internal checkpoints undetected. However, it is difficult to distinguish contributions with these cost increases attributable to better line monitoring and on-line patrol border operations at internal
checkpoints to discourage potential illegal entry into the United States. (We have not confirmed the Border Patrol's statements on increasing trafficking fees.) Evidence of the deterrent effects of checkpoints was reported in INS in 1995, It revealed that smugglers and illegal aliens adjusted transit routes because they knew well when
checkpoints were open and closed.31 In a 1995 study, the permanent checkpoint on I-5 was reported in a test of internal checkpoint operations near San Clemente, where 30Border Patrol personnel informed us that the term appropriate actions was intentionally unclear because of this sensitive information. 31Politika and Planning Office,
Immigration and Citizenship Service, U.S. Department of Justice, Evaluation of San Clemente and Temecula Traffic Checkpoints, June 1995. California has been closed several times to determine the impact of the I-15 checkpoint near Temecula, California. The latter is located about north of the border as a checkpoint on the inner and i-5
on a parallel large north-south highway. (See app II, figure 10 for a map of this industry showing the location of these checkpoints.) Study, I-5, San Clemente report closed, arrests at the I-15 Temecula checkpoint dropped sharply- a 50 percent drop in 1 month. According to the research, it became aware of the closure of illegal enterees
and therefore showed that it chose the I-5 San Clemente route with no checkpoint, avoiding the I-15 Temecula route with an operation checkpoint. The Border Patrol said this shows the interdependence of various checkpoint operations, and illegal entry is, in fact, deterred from crossing routes with checkpoints when there are alternatives
that are not being monitored. However, this study did not address whether checkpoints completely discouraged any foreigners from entering the country. As illustrations of potential impacts of internal checkpoints, Temecula station officials described the following operations that in their opinion appeared to confirm that illegal aliens had
changed intended routes to avoid temecula and San Clemente checkpoints:32 he identified san Diego industry intelligence analysts as illegal alien traffickers San Clemente (I-5) and Temecula (I15) avoiding permanent Border Patrol internal checkpoints on highways. Instead, they were taking a road from the San Diego area to eastern
California and western Arizona, and then turning north on secondary highways without checkpoints to get to Los Angeles. In response to this intelligence, the Temecula station launched a 3-day traffic monitoring operation along I-10 between Los Angeles and Arizona in August 2004. During the operation, Border Patrol agents stopped 30
suspected vehicles and arrested 134 illegal aliens. Border Patrol officials confirmed earlier intelligence that illegal aliens used the I-10 route without checkpoints to avoid checkpoints on I-5 and I-15. Officials believe that those who entered these permanent I-5 and I-15 internal checkpoints illegally showed as a deterrent to why those who
entered illegally traveled less, to seek alternative routes that were not followed, necessary to reach major U.S. cities even if the distance and time were longer. 32 We have not confirmed these operational results or the benefits claimed by the authorities. o On May 3, 2004, three vans (transiting nonstop) ran through the Otay Mesa port of
entry near San Diego, and two vans moved north on I-15 (one was stopped near the port of entry). Temecula station officials were alerted to the fleeing vans, and to avoid the I-15 checkpoint, the vans roughly turned onto a parallel interstate secondary road. Four tactical checkpoints were operating in the area and vans were stopped by
agents at two of those checkpoints. A total of 48 illegal aliens were arrested. According to Temecula station officials, this incident showed that (1) illegal foreign traffickers knew, if possible, that permanent checkpoints and (2) tactical checkpoints such as those on I-15 should be avoided. Secondary roads are valuable and effective for
catching aliens trying to break through checkpoints on major highways. o Temecula station officials called another operation an example of the effectiveness of checkpoint deterrence. Based on intelligence, Temecula station intelligence analysts have come to the conclusion that illegal foreign traffickers had changed their way in to avoid
significant Border Patrol presence in the San Diego sector. These modified entry routes included the use of Westbound I-40 to enter the large Los Angeles area; The Border Patrol had no checkpoints or constant presence on westbound I-40. In response to this intelligence, Temecula station conducted a traffic monitoring operation in
November 2004 with multiple marked patrol vehicles on I-40 over a 3-day period to ineffectively neutralize foreign traffickers using the westbound I-40 corridor to circumvent permanent checkpoints on I-5 and I-15. Operation I-40 was carried out shortly after operation Border Patrol I-10 in anticipation that smugglers would use I-40 to avoid
I-10. Seven vehicles, along with 77 illegal aliens, were found in the Border Patrol operation. Of those, 60 had entered the country east of the San Diego area, exceeding I-5 and I-15 checkpoints. According to Temecula station officials, this confirmed that I-40 is a major smuggling route and that permanent checkpoints on I-5 and I-15 serve
as at least some illegal traffic deterrents, as intended. Most Local Community Leaders Contacted Traffic Control Points as we benefited from their communities as local law enforcement, business and community leaders said that local law enforcement, business and community leaders near domestic traffic checkpoints in the San Diego
sector in Temecula, California, and in the Nogales, Arizona, Tucson sector, we said the presence of checkpoints and Border Patrol agents was of significant benefit to their communities. However, in a small community of Tubac, Arizona, we found local criticism of domestic traffic checkpoints.33 Since we have not conducted a thorough
review of all communities around 33 permanent checkpoints in southwest border states, our findings are limited to the views of local citizens and law enforcement agencies we meet in the communities we visit. , as well as statements made by the Border Patrol regarding their relationship with local communities near the border crossings.
We have not confirmed the views expressed by these citizens and authorities, because there is very little data on their direct statements. Officials representing the city of Temecula, California, the Temecula Police Department and the Chamber of Commerce, for example, all nearby I-15 traffic checkpoints and border patrol presences are
in their best interests.34 Checkpoints have the second largest daily volume of vehicle traffic between border patrol checkpoints, with about 122,000 vehicles passing through the daily checkpoint. And police officials said the checkpoint's operation means illegal aliens and drug traffickers are caught and taken off the streets, reducing crime
and vandalism. A city official said traffic problems at the checkpoint were minimal and the city received few calls complaining about the checkpoint, and how much was the amount that caused the checkpoint to be at least delayed when it became operational and controlled traffic. Most of the calls the city received were before September
11, 2001, and few calls have been received since then, he said. The president of the Temecula Chamber of Commerce conducted an informal survey of member businesses and mentioned that only one business was one of the internal checkpoint I-15 near checkpoint 33Temecula. The internal checkpoint near Tubac and Nogales is one
of the alternates between Arizona, I-19 KP 25 and a road location designated KP 42. Tubac is located just off I-19, near KP 42. According to Border Patrol, KP assignments are proposed as an alternative to the English system of metric system measurement. 34Temecula, California had an estimated 2004 population of about 82,000. In
2004, it was located in Riverside County, california's fifth most populous county, with 1.87 million people. This and other population data, if any, were available from the U.S. Census, 2000 or later updates on the U.S. Census Web site. operations have at times delayed their commute to work or work. In general, the Chamber President has
edd conclusions that the checkpoint is not a problem for the community. Nogales, Arizona Santa Cruz County Attorney, said border patrol and checkpoints are among his best guards for fighting illegal foreign traffic and local crime, with a side benefit that detects drunk drivers on their way back from Mexico. According to this official, the I-
19 checkpoint between Nogales and Tucson was a great benefit to the community because it saved lives, arrested illegal aliens and arrested drug traffickers. He also said that, according to him, checkpoints are disproportionately effective in apprehending drug violaters with resources deployed at checkpoints, and expressed the view that



permanent checkpoints are better than tactical controls. Contrary to the generally positive view of the benefits arising from border patrol checkpoints from others we interviewed, Tubac, Arizona, a local civic association president (population 949), located near the non-permanent Tucson sector checkpoint at KP 42 de I-19 between Nogales
and Tucson, believed that checkpoint was disruptive to the community and said it was not effective because foreigners and the illegal community that passed the checkpoint were passing through. He said the checkpoint affected home sales and housing values, and the most local residents were strongly opposed Due to fears about traffic
congestion and its impact on overall quality of life, I-19 is a permanent checkpoint built close to them. He was also told by congressional staff that the overwhelming majority at community meetings in Tubac in April and July 2005 said he was opposed to the possibility of a permanent checkpoint on I-19 near Tubac. Traffic Congestion at
Checkpoints Doesn't Seem to Be a Big Problem But Some Costs Border Patrol Manual may include that checkpoint operations should be suspended if there are too many traffic jams and no more that does not identify. However, some industry checkpoints have more precise guidance on the length of a certain distance or time traffic.
Agents said they knew from experience the amount of waiting time created because of how far from the checkpoint the car lines were reaching. The maximum delays we observed occurred to avoid exceeding the restrictions defined by checkpoint guidance prepared by certain sectors.35 This occurred, for example, on I-5 near San
Clemente, which has the nation's largest daily volume of traffic (about 144,000 vehicles per day), and on I-15 near Temecula, the next highest border patrol, with about 122,000 vehicles per day. At times we visited, we observed that at both points, agents temporarily stopped checkpoint inspections when estimated delays exceeded the
guidelines. Traffic then blushed and waiting vehicles were allowed to flow over no line. Scans continued. We also observed during our visit to the San Clemente checkpoint that traffic flows southerly without a checkpoint, sometimes heavier and slower than next door with the ongoing checkpoint operation. In addition, more than 400
statewide cameras are maintained by the California Department of Transportation to monitor traffic, none at either Temecula or San Clemente checkpoints, according to the department. In response to our questions, the department stated that in recent years it has not received reports of congestion or related problems at I-5 or I-15
checkpoints and no work has been carried out at the checkpoints. As part of their work, we contacted other organizations monitoring traffic congestion, such as the Southern California Automobile Club and California Highway Patrol, to see if they had received complaints about San Clemente or Temecula checkpoints in California or if we
had observed actual traffic backups at those checkpoints. We also asked the U.S. Trucking Authorities if there were complaints from commercial movers about checkpoints in southwestern states. None of these organizations have pointed to complaints about these checkpoints in recent years. In addition, Laredo is an official of an
organization that promotes economic development in Texas and Monitoring the impact on traffic at the checkpoint on I-35 north of Laredo, it stated that traffic delays are least even at the I-35 checkpoint, and that, according to the 35 Border Patrol, sectors do not issue or direct specific traffic control policies for individual checkpoints other
than national general policy. Most industries required stations to develop specific traffic control guidelines for each checkpoint. These guidelines are usually a guide in the traffic control plan of the checkpoint permission or note form. The justification, according to the Border Patrol, is that each checkpoint is different and requires different
rules. or familiar with checkpoints as a fact of life near the border. He believed commercial truckers were building potential travel delays, which are longer for commercial vehicles than cars, into the cost of making work and transit times. He noted that even during high hours, he believes trucks wait no more than 20 minutes, based on what
they have observed in recent years. He said cars are much less delayed, which is perhaps an average delay of 5 minutes during busy hours. We observed this checkpoint and the delays appeared not to exceed 5 minutes per hour we visited, depending on the time it took for vehicles at the back of the line to pass through the checkpoint.
At the I-19 tactical checkpoint between Nogales and Tucson, Arizona, I saw small traffic backups of about half a dozen vehicles at any time for about an hour. We were told this was typical for this time of year; delays lasted no more than 2 or 3 minutes for vehicles passing through the checkpoint during our site visit. However, the Border
Patrol also said that when truck traffic is particularly heavy during the spring harvest season, you can create backups that cause safety issues and delays for truck drivers by pulling trucks to the side of the road to inspect them. We also observed traffic patterns at permanent checkpoints on I-35 north of Laredo and on U.S. Highway 281 in
Falfurrias, Texas, and on a permanent checkpoint in Hebbronville, Texas, on the secondary road between Falfurrias and Laredo. Although traffic backups occur from time to time in these locations, as additional agents or lanes are added to reduce delays, they are often told that they last no more than a few minutes. During our visit,
Border Patrol agents appeared to be monitoring the amount of traffic waiting in the queue, which caused less than about 5 minutes of waiting time and generally less waiting. Agents said that if traffic is withdrawn, they add extra agencies to the inspection lanes and can open up to 36 additional lanes. However, some holiday periods were
told that delays could reach 20-30 minutes. Traffic volume at Texas checkpoints was much lower than on I-5 and I-15 in California. Vehicles, according to the Border Patrol. This is possible when all three of these permanent checkpoints in Texas have multiple lanes of paved shoulder areas at 36 to move traffic away from actual highways.
According to Border Patrol officials, this not only allows commercial trucks to leave passenger vehicles, but also make the entire inspection process safer for everyone because there are fewer backups on highways. The average daily traffic volume is about 13,700 vehicles, as at the checkpoint in Laredo, Texas, compared with more than
120,000 I-15s, close to Temecula, California, or over 140,000 I-5, near San Clemente, California. Border Patrol officials, whose cost of Operating Checkpoints Is Not Routinely Protected, said the operating costs of permanent and tactical checkpoints are not routinely or systematically maintained or reported because checkpoints are
integral and interconnected parts of the multilayered implementation strategy. Therefore, permanent and tactical checkpoints are supported by facilities, personnel, equipment and canines, for example, and in turn by associated stations supported by the industry as a whole. Tactical checkpoints in particular are often set specifically to
support persistent ones, often on a changing daily basis. Agent manpower levels can also vary at permanent and tactical checkpoints, as well as other factors such as how border patrol decides on a given day to allocate the best personnel resources, traffic volume, intelligence about roads entering illegally, and weather. For example, the
permanent checkpoint on I-15 Temecula is supported by up to eight tactical checkpoints established as needed, based on intelligence data on illegal foreign traffic on the sector's secondary roads. According to Border Patrol officials, the cost of one tactical checkpoint against another is not easily inseparable, except perhaps in personnel
costs, and even then, these can change over a period of time. One question that Border Patrol officials asked, which had no easy or standard answer, was: If an agent transports arrested aliens or traffickers to a station center, should his salary count as part of a roadside checkpoint or as the support of station headquarters? Even
considering these barriers to checkpoint cost comparisons, they asked Border Patrol officials if they could supply us with individual checkpoint operating costs to include facilities, equipment, personnel and other costs. Border Patrol officials questioned sectors and stations in the places we visited and asked if cost data could be collected.
Sectors and stations responded with what cost data they could find, but it was not possible to obtain similar data from every location, and the data provided was it would not be reliable enough to provide meaningful statistics on operating costs. Lack of Systematic Assessment limits the Border Patrol's Ability to Allocate Resources Based
on Needs by reviewing Border Patrol reports, and in interviews with Border Patrol officials, we found that the Border Patrol did not systematically assess the effectiveness of internal checkpoint operations. The Border Patrol collects and reports of traditional law enforcement data, including the number of arrests, historical arrest trends,
weight and type of contrapted goods seized, but cannot provide us with reports or analyses assessing the performance of one industry compared to another or the performance of internal checkpoints compared to line operations. Therefore, the Border Patrol does not have analyses based on inputs (costs) such as agent working years,
which are divided into outputs such as arrests or contratra smugglers, which can also be used to measure ability or productivity and therefore make decisions about how best to allocate resources. The Border Patrol said it did not greatly assess the effectiveness of internal checkpoints because the checkpoints were part of a multilayered
implementation strategy and could not be easily separated for evaluation purposes. In addition, officials said, the Border Patrol chose to rely on the aforemented types of data to measure its effectiveness because the results, such as deterrence, are difficult to measure (that is, how many crimes or illegal entries it estimates are deterred
before they occur). An important component of evaluating unit operations is the development of performance measures. We have previously reported that federal agencies should improve the performance measures of their programs and take these measures to improve their performance, and be in accordance with 37 of the Government
Performance and Outcome Act 1993 (GPRA).37 As we have stated under the Act, every major federal agency must now ask itself some basic questions: What is our mission? What are our goals and how will we achieve them? How can we measure our performance? How do we use this information to make improvements? The GPRA
shifts the focus of federal agencies away from traditional concerns such as staffing and activity levels, pushing them towards a single dominant problem: the results. GpRA requires agencies to set targets, measure performance and report their success. 38 37P.L. 103-62. 38GAO, Executive Guide: Effective Government Performance and
Consequences Act, GAO/GGD-96-118 (Washington, D.C.: June 1996), p. 1 implementation. See also Program Evaluation: Studies Agencies measure or program performance helps explain GAO/GGD-00-204 (Washington, D.C.: September 2000). Organizations use performance measures to demonstrate the level of progress made in
achieving results, inform decision makers, and hold managers accountable. To better express a result direction, creates a set of performance goals and measures that address key dimensions of program performance. Creates. and using performance measures for checkpoint operations and other strategy components will help to assess
the comparative success of each checkpoint addressing Border Patrol program targets as well as checkpoints, often compared with line and patrol operations. Comparing the effectiveness of each industry using performance criteria will allow the Border Patrol to assess the success of its overall strategy in a more meaningful way than the
total number of arrests or seizures of contrapers. Not knowing how much effort he is making in this case, arrests or illegal seizures - it is difficult to know if one sector or region performs better than the other (on an entry basis). With this information, more effective management strategies can be developed if necessary to better allocate
agency resources along with other data and information. We accept that performance measures imposed on all checkpoints for reasons ed out by Border Patrol officials can be difficult to improve. However, it is important that the Border Patrol develops performance measures to measure success in achieving strategic goals and that these
measures go beyond the traditional output data it currently uses to demonstrate the effectiveness of law enforcement efforts. Current Data shows that Legal Restrictions in the Tucson Sector Reduce the Performance of Internal Checkpoints, but the Border Patrol's legal restrictions, which can receive funding for the construction of
checkpoints in the Tucson sector, combined with the requirement that checkpoints be relocated according to a 7- or 14-day schedule, reduce their effectiveness, do not have a data-based analysis to support these statements. This was not data by the industry for the capture of illegal entry at internal checkpoints and line monitoring/line
patrol, as well as for internal checkpoints and line monitoring/line patrol wage working hours. (Intermediary working time data is not maintained by border patrol for permanent checkpoints for tactical checkpoints and therefore does not exist.) To test the feasibility of developing additional performance measures to address these concerns,
we used Border Patrol data to measure the cost of concerns per agent work year and concerns per intermediary work year. Such measures could help determine whether current data may support the Border Patrol's statements about the impact of legal restrictions on the effectiveness of internal checkpoints in the Tucson sector. When
applying the per-agency business year measure,39, we compared the performance of the internal checkpoints of the tucson sector in the fiscal year 2001-2004 with the performance of internal checkpoints in the other three sectors we visited. We limited comparison with these four sectors because a significant part of the working hour data
is Border Patrol it had to be collected through data searches, which put a time burden on these sectors. Uploaded. Data for us. We examined data that began with fiscal year 2001, when the impact of the terrorist attacks on 9/11 was largely not felt on illegal immigration, 40 during fiscal year 2004, the last year for which data were available
at the time of this report. During this time, financing à la carte was not allowed for the construction of checkpoints in the tucson sector. Analysis of Border Patrol data shows that restrictions in the Tucson sector, as measured by arrests per agency working year, may have adversely affected the performance of internal checkpoints,
compared with three other sectors that had no similar impact during the same period, from the date when the industry directed congressional staff to relocate checkpoints every 7 days. According to 41 Border Patrol, their records show that checkpoints in the Tucson sector began to change places every 7 days in June 2002, which, as
previously described, led to the closure of some of them. Figure 9 shows arrests per working year per agency at internal checkpoints for each of the four sectors we visited for the 2001200m years, and arrests per working year per agent to monitor line patrols/lines along the border. 39 As mentioned above, working years are divided by a
total of 2,080 hours (40-hour week hours 52 weeks). Arrests per working year were calculated by dividing the number of agent hours at internal checkpoints and line monitoring/line patrols by 2,080. The resulting working year statement was divided by the number of arrests attributed to line tracking/line patrol and internal checkpoints to
calculate arrests per working year. According to the 40 Border Patrol, all southwestern areas experienced several declines in illegal entries due to fears about increased U.S. security after the 9/11 attacks. However, since there were less than 3 weeks left in fiscal year 2001 after the attacks, much of this will be revealed in the data for
fiscal year 2002, which began on October 1, 2001. 41 We used the measure of arrests per agent to check the number of hours worked. This means, for example, that if there were 100 agency working years and 100 arrest fees in one sector in a particular year, the level of efficiency or cost-effectiveness was the same in another sector,
with 10 agent working years of pay and 10 arrests. Şekil 9: Tucson, San Diego'da Ajan Çalışma Yılı başına tutuklamalar, Laredo ve McAllen Sektörler, Mali Yıl 2001-2004 Tuscon sektör San Diego sektör Apprehen sebeksiyon Tutuklamalar 600 600 521 500 500 400 400 300 200 191 100 100 00 2001 2002 2001 2004 2001 2002 2003
2004 Mali yıl Laredo sektör McAllen sektör Apprerere nsions Tutuklamalar 600 600 500 500 500 400 400 300 300 260 272 200 189 200 100 100 0 0 2001 2004 2001 2002 2002 2003 2004 Mali yıl Hat/İçişleri devriye kontrol noktası GAO analysis of Border Patrol data. Notes: Line/Patrol means line tracking and line patrol Border Patrol
operations based on agent working hours charged by Border Patrol agents for these activities. Internal Checkpoint means internal checkpoints in san Diego, McAllen and Laredo sectors - working hours paid by agents to work permanently and tactically; And Tucson, Arizona, non-permanent in the industry. Figure 9 shows that arrests per
agency working year at internal checkpoints in the Tucson sector fell by 48 percent from fiscal 2001 to fiscal year 2002, when 7-day deportation procedures came into force, with the fiscal year remaining about 4 months. This was followed by a 77 percent drop from fiscal year 2002 to fiscal year 2003, when the 7-day deportation
requirement applied for the entire fiscal year. The overall decline in the Tucson sector from fiscal 2001 to fiscal year 2003 was around 88 percent. Arrests per year of intermediary work rose from fiscal 2003 to fiscal year 2004, but the 2004 level was 77 percent below the 2001 fiscal year level. Unlike these performance measures for
Tucson industry internal checkpoints, in three other southwestern sectors, domestic checkpoints have carried out arrests per agent work year for the same period (San Diego, California; Laredo, Texas; and McAllen, Texas) we visited-it was not subject to funding restrictions or deportation requirements -either it remained at about the same
level during this period or increased slightly to 42. In fiscal year 2001-2002, Tucson's arrests per agency working year fell 48 percent, arrests per agent work year fell less than 2 percent in the San Diego sector, declined nearly 19 percent in the Laredo sector and declined nearly 12 percent in the McAllen sector. The Border Patrol
attributed the decline in arrests in this and other sectors during this period to an overall decline in illegal border crossings after 9/11, but attributed the big drop in the Tucson sector to the regular 7-day move of Tucson checkpoints from June 2002. Border Patrol officials said they were not aware of any other changes or factors that would
cause a reduction in Tucson compared to other sectors other than the combination of funding restrictions and a 7-day deportation requirement. Moreover, arrests per agency working year at internal checkpoints in the Tucson sector fell by about 77 percent from fiscal 2002 to fiscal 2003, while the same or increase (more than doubled in
San Diego) remained in the other three sectors during that period. In the San Diego sector, internal checkpoint arrests per agent increased nearly 60 percent from 2003 to 2004, nearly four times the 2002 level (against Tucson, where the 2004 level was 55 percent below 42GAO, which the Border Patrol did not verify data provided by the
Border Patrol on arrests, drug seizures or vehicle counts). We have determined that the Border Patrol uses processes and controls that provide reasonable assurance that the data recorded for arrests and drug seizures is accurate. 2002 level). In the McAllen and Laredo sectors, there was virtually no difference in checkpoint arrest rates
between 2003 and 2004. The Border Patrol believes that differences between the Tucson sector and others regarding internal checkpoint performance were largely the result of the need to relocate checkpoints every 7 days at that time. Border Patrol officials said smugglers can easily determine when tactical or non-permanent
checkpoints anywhere should be relocated or closed, and therefore can evade them by waiting until they move or close, creating a potential vulnerability in border security. It is important to point out that we do not evaluate all factors that may have contributed to different performance results in Tucson internal checkpoints and three other
sectors. There may be other factors beyond the restrictions on the construction of checkpoints and the necessity to move every 7 days affecting checkpoint performance, such as the number of unknown people trying to enter an industry, topographic conditions and road networks, and the fees charged by traffickers to smuggle illegal
immigrants into the United States. However, the data in figure 9 should not be ignored considering the consequences or effects of policy or management directives, even if there are other factors affecting the performance of internal checkpoints in the four sectors. In the second performance measure, we converted arrests per agency
working year to one payment cost per work year, or per arrest per arrest.43 Next, we compared the cost per arrest (per business year) to the cost of internal checkpoints for line tracking and line patrol si operations. Individual checkpoint cost data is not maintained by the Border Patrol because it was not possible to develop costs per
arrest at permanent counter-tactical checkpoints. In addition, this measure is based on agency labor costs at internal checkpoints and line monitoring/line patrol and does not include overheads for equipment, training, buildings, canines, etc. The conversion of 2004 fiscal year arrest data to cost each year (per business year) was
calculated by dividing the average cost of an agency working year in the San Diego sector by the average cost of an agency working year in fiscal 2004, reported for checkpoints based on the number of arrests per working year of $53,000, for example, in fiscal 2004 at checkpoints in the San Diego sector. In this case, $53,000 produced a
cost per arrest per working year of $277 divided by 191. limit (line monitoring / line patrol) cost $384 per and about $277 per arrest at internal checkpoints (both permanent and tactical). In the Tucson sector, for the same fiscal year, border arrests cost $126 per business year and internal checkpoint arrests cost $445 each. However,
agents at a checkpoint or in an industry need to reflect agencies that work more or more effectively than those in another sector, and be considered in the context of the border patrol's integrated, multi-layered strategy aimed at deterring illegal participants from perceived risk of arrest. Thus, a permanent checkpoint with significant
infrastructure can have many intermediaries, such as I-5 near San Clemente (with about 100 agents assigned to the location) but relatively few arrests - because it has successfully deterred potential illegal participants. In Temecula, California, agents are required to follow alternate routes through the hills at I-15 permanent checkpoint.
Again, many vehicles may be required, but several arrests may occur if illegal enters are a deterrent to alternative routes, such as the previously described circuital I-10 route. In contrast, an industry with many illegal in-persons, such as Tucson, can affect many arrests due to the volume of illegal in-persons, ostensibly indicating the limit
cost per arrest to be much lower than San Diego. But the reality is that the CBP strategy of closing long-term heritage INS and now the easiest roads (San Diego, El Paso and McAllen) has led to high volumes in the Tucson sector. Therefore, no single performance measure or cost per single performance measure can be used, regardless
of overall strategy. While a measure of performance, such as cost for each, can provide some information about cost-effectiveness, there are several additional caveats. First, in connection with the output measured in the denominator (that is, the number of arrests per year of intermediary work, such as 191 for San Diego in fiscal year
2004), some arrests may be considered more important to the agency than others. For example, the capture of a drug trafficker or a terrorist can be considered more important than catching an illegal foreign job seeker. Second, regarding the cost of inputs measured by number (for example, the average annual agency nationwide salary
of $53,000), there can be numerous cost measures. The easiest to implement is the variable cost of labor, which is usually used above and may require estimates. Other input costs may exist, but it can be difficult to assign to a specific arrest, since there may be not only indirect over-expense costs (e.g. training, equipment, infrastructure,
canines), but also costs such as the different salaries of multiple intermediaries; time used by each different agent; and depending on whether the person is or not, processing costs may vary depending on the suspect, can or cannot be defined in a national database. Additional Performance Measures can help with management decision-
taking guidance The two performance measures we have developed do not fully assess or explain relative success during industries alone, and a number of factors need to be considered when developing performance measures for checkpoints. For example, when comparing arrests per agent working year and the cost per catch for the
neighboring McAllen and Laredo sectors, significant differences arise when McAllen checkpoints capture many more illegal aliens per agent working year than Laredo. This data, which is converted to cost per arrest, shows that in the Laredo sector for fiscal year 2004, the cost per arrest for line tracking/line patrol was $411, while the cost
per arrest at checkpoints was $930. For McAllen, the cost per arrest on the line/patrol was perceived as $609, while the cost at checkpoints was $195. Taken alone and without additional information about the conditions in these sectors, the sudden incurrance of these costs does not have to be a useful guide to management decisions
regarding resource allocation. As Border Patrol officials have told us, it is believed that various factors will contribute to the differences between the patterns of concern between the McAllen and Laredo sectors. These include topography, availability of exit routes, staff deployment and changing accelerated removal programs. It also
includes two major Mexican cities adjacent to its border, with a combined population of about 2 million people in the McAllen sector and an infrastructure that facilitates potential illegal entry. These factors provide context for the analysis and underscore the importance of the Border Patrol developing a range of performance measures that
can adequately explain differences between industries and provide decision makers with reliable indicators of success. The usefulness of these measures, despite other performance measures and related factors, will also be useful in assessing the effectiveness of checkpoints over other elements of the multilayered strategy. Beyond
seized arrests and contratra assets, some available information can help them make more informed decisions about how the Border Patrol's operations are most effective and how resources can be best allocated to make the necessary improvements. For example, the Border Patrol may consider the cost of trafficking for illegal immigrants
as a measure of its overall effectiveness. In addition, conclusions border patrol may consider the number of arrests or illegal seizures as a measure of activity based on the number of vehicles sent to secondary inspection. Available to help measure its effectiveness in the range of Border Patrol monitoring, line patrol and internal traffic
checkpoint activities, or there may be other measures that may use the collected data. Such performance measures can help allocate resources such decisions should be made again, provided that they are made with reasonable knowledge of other conditions available in a particular sector or region. It is unlikely that border defense, line
monitoring and line patrolling, or domestic traffic checkpoints, another layer of defense, the first two lines will ever be effective in catching all smugglers or foreigners entering the United States illegally. This is the case given the ongoing differences in smugglers' ongoing sophistication and wages, job opportunities and perceived life
opportunities between Mexico and the United States, using modern technology to cover the 1,950-mile southwest border, the number of personnel and the cost required to cover this entire area, observing and avoiding border patrol implementation efforts. However, the Border Patrol's internal traffic checkpoints - integrated to detect both
persistent and tactical-detection and deter potential terrorists, have different functions of multilayered strategy, illegal immigration, and illegal immigration, and illegally smuggled into the United States. While permanent checkpoints are the mainstays of this part of the strategy, tactical checkpoints reinforce permanent checkpoints where
smugglers, illegal aliens or terrorists can use secondary routes to avoid permanent checkpoints and help direct redeploy tactical checkpoints against new infiltration routes of intelligence. Working together, internal checkpoints, high-tech capabilities and detention, processing and inspection facilities connect permanent checkpoints with an
element of flexibility that can offer tactical checkpoints. His border enforcement deterrence strategy has long been a problem for the former INS and now CBP and border patrol, which is trying to measure its effectiveness. While many illegal foreigners and smugglers continue to flee border defences, the need to measure the event and
allocate scarce resources is important. In its Performance and Annual Report, CBP uses traditional law enforcement effectiveness measures, such as the number of arrests and seizure of contrapable goods, to describe the Performance of the Border Patrol. While these measures serve as notable indicators, annual reports do not
compare the effectiveness of line monitoring and line patrol with the effectiveness of domestic traffic checkpoints. These traditional measures also do not specify the performance of permanent, tactical and non-permanent checkpoints. In contrast, performance measures that account for inputs and outputs, such as intermediary working
years that divide apprais years with concerns, provide a basis for helping to make decisions about how best to allocate agency resources, along with other information and data. Such measures can also help identify trends that are otherwise not evident using traditional data, as shown in the analysis of data on the performance of internal
checkpoints that are not permanent in the Tucson sector. other sectors. Concern data alone, there has been no similar decrease in per-agency arrests at Tucson sector checkpoints without mandatory in the other three sectors since the 7-day deportation requirement came into force. In addition, the intermediary can provide useful trend
information about the relied cost efficiency of these components of the multi-tier implementation strategy, along with information about arrests per working year and cost per concern, many other related factors. Other performance and effectiveness measures can also be improved using existing or easily collected information to assess
checkpoint operations and performance, as well as other border enforcement activities. This information could also be useful to Congress considering ways to improve the effectiveness of checkpoints and border security efforts. To better measure the impact of border control efforts, we recommend that the Customs and Border Protection
Commissioner develop additional performance measures for the productivity and effectiveness of internal checkpoints, such as the agency working year for border patrol and the amount of pay-per-concern, and be involved in CBP's Performance and Annual Report data and analysis of additional performance measures for the
performance of internal checkpoints and what can be done to improve their effectiveness. Recommendations for Comments from the Administrative Action Agency We the Secretary of Homeland Security asked for comment on a draft of this report. IN its response, DHS said the report was factually accurate, accepted our
recommendations, and cbp was taking steps to implement them. Regarding our initial recommendation, the Customs and Border Protection Commissioner's development of performance measures for border patrol for the productivity and effectiveness of traditional checkpoints, for the efficiency and effectiveness of internal checkpoints,
DHS stated that CBP is in the process of developing such measures for the Border Patrol for fiscal year 2006, and that one or more of the performance measures will measure the effectiveness of checkpoints. DHS said CBP will consider our recommendations when developing these measures. Regarding our second recommendation,
DHS, which includes cbp's performance and annual report data and analysis provided with additional performance measures for the performance of internal checkpoints, and what can be done to improve their effectiveness, will release the information contained in CBP, performance and annual report on performance measures for the
Border Patrol for fiscal year 2006 and monitoring of data. DHS's comments have been re-published in APPR. VI. DHS also included technical comments that we consider and include where appropriate. Make copies of this report Homeland Security and related congressional committees. We will also make copies available to others on
request. In addition, the report be available free of charge on the GAO's Website. If you or your staff have any questions regarding this report, please contact me at (202) 512-8777 or contact points for our Office of Congressional Relations and Public Relations can be found on the last page of this report. GAO personnel who have made
significant contributions to this report are listed in app annex VII. Director of Richard M. Stana, Homeland Security and Justice Issues Annex I: Scope and Methodology to address our objectives, we have reviewed and related border patrol documents, reports, guidelines, and guidance border strategy and checkpoint operations. We
interviewed authorized Border Patrol officials at Washington, D.C. headquarters, officials at four industry office and personnel at selected permanent and tactical checkpoints. We visited four Border Patrol sectors- San Diego, California and Tucson, Arizona, and two industry centers, stations and internal traffic checkpoints in southeast
Texas, Laredo and McAllen. In total, we visited three industry central offices, seven stations, five permanent checkpoints and three tactical checkpoints. The industry offices and internal checkpoints we visited had one or more of the following features: offices that inspect those permanent or tactical checkpoints, Or both, high, medium or
low vehicle traffic volume, to learn about both types with tactical checkpoints with that persistent, non-permanent and high, medium or low estimated smuggling volume (either foreigners or contratra smugglers, or both), and that checkpoints are located with very little perimeter area to avoid some checkpoints, and others should be
adjusted to avoid last runs of patrols. We have visited and observed operations in the following Border Patrol sectors, which have been chosen to provide a number of types and sizes of operations: border patrol stations and Tucson, Arizona, the industry that is allowed only under current law on non-permanent checkpoints, and
checkpoints because this sector is the most annual arrests of illegal immigrants. We also wanted to compare the operations of the internal checkpoints of the Tucson sector with tactical and permanent checkpoints elsewhere. He wanted the effectiveness of all domestic traffic checkpoints involving the high volume-Temecula and San
Clemente-and two permanent ones to be included in a broader study of the effectiveness of these internal traffic checkpoints because san diego is permanent and tactical checkpoints, in the California, sector. Falfurrias and Hebbronville Texas he permanent checkpoints, and I-35, north of Laredo, as well as the Falfurrias and Hebbronville
Border Patrol stations. The first is in the McAllen sector and the second in the Laredo sector. Annex I: Scope and entrance in San Diego, California o Ports; Douglas, Arizona; And Laredo, Texas. We did this to better understand the differences between the operations of these ports of entry at the international border and the operations of
domestic traffic checkpoints. By helicopter, we observed land and Border Patrol activity along a 60-mile section of the international border, about 200 miles across the border from Ajo to Douglas, Arizona, in the interior of San Diego and in the Tucson area. The four sectors we visited were selected to provide a significant range in the size
and types of internal checkpoint operations; the estimated volume of illegal annual migration; volume of transit checkpoints of vehicle traffic; topography and density of road networks; the presence or absence of large urban areas on or near the border on the U.S. and Mexican sides; and checkpoints (persistent, non-permanent, and
tactical) types. As the Border Patrol told us when deciding which sectors and checkpoints we could visit, as we found during our field visits, these four sectors included a wide range of working conditions. For example, the permanent checkpoint of the San Diego sector near San Clemente on I-5 has the highest volume of average daily
vehicle traffic among the Border Patrol's 33 permanent checkpoints on the southwest border, while this northern Laredo, Texas, and Falfurrias, Texas, have the average daily volume of traffic about a tenth of that amount. Some of the tactical checkpoints we visited have an average daily daily volume of traffic of 1,500 vehicles or less,
according to the Border Patrol and based on our observations during field visits. Similarly, significant differences in the estimated number of illegal immigrants entering these sectors over the past few years and large differences in topography, some relatively mountainous, some relatively flat. The Laredo and McAllen sectors have the Rio
Grande as a natural barrier in winter for illegal immigration, while there is a flat desert on the border that is easily crossed in the Tucson sector. Due to important secondary road networks around the permanent checkpoint in some sectors, there are permanent checkpoints such as Temecula, California, which should be reinforced with
tactical checkpoints. Other highways, such as McAllen, do not have alternative run-down roads that can escape permanent checkpoints on limited north-south highways. In some sectors, such as San Diego and Laredo, there are large U.S. and Mexican urban areas on or very close to the international border, while others, like Tucson,
have small cities on both sides at just a few additional I: Scope and Methodology 1 border. When choosing these sectors, which are located in three of the four southwestern border states (not California, Arizona and Texas, not New Mexico), we searched for and found a wide range of conditions. To reasonably represent the working
conditions faced by the Border Patrol in southwest. However, it is also the case that we are not always able to observe all working conditions and therefore the conditions we define are based only on the current documentation and observations on our site visits. In addition, local law enforcement and community officials interviewed elected
officials in neal communities, some internal checkpoints, including elected community leaders, citizens and owners of local businesses. These include communities in Temecula, California; Nogales, Arizona; Laredo is a small tubac town between Texas and Nogales and Tucson, Arizona. Since these places and persons are selected in an
improbable way, the results of our site visits cannot be generalized to other places, checkpoints, local authorities or citizens. We have contacted organizations that can be expected to monitor traffic congestion as part of their work, including the Southern California Automobile Club, american truck associations, the California Department of
Transportation and the California Highway Patrol. We have from these organizations reports, studies or information about traffic congestion at certain domestic traffic checkpoints we visit, especially with a high daily volume of vehicles. To assess the reliability of Border Patrol data on arrests, contratragencies, and working hours, we spoke
to agency officials at washington, D.C., headquarters and some Border Patrol stations in the field about data quality control procedures, including methods by which data is internally checked and reviewed for accuracy and consistency. We also received and reviewed the relevant documents. For example, according to the U.S. Census,
the city of San Diego, California had an estimated population of 1.26 million in 2004, while San Diego County had an estimated population of 2.9 million in 2004. Tijuana, Mexico, on the Mexican border, had an estimated population of 1.2 million in 2000. In comparison, nogales, Arizona, located on the Mexican border in the Tucson sector,
had an estimated population of 21,000 and the county in which it was located had an estimated 41,000. Nogales, Arizona, across the street from Nogales, Mexico, had a population of 159,000 in 2000. Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, opposite Laredo, Texas, has an estimated population of more than 650,000. Appeasing I: The Scope and
Methodology has determined that data on arrests, seizures of contra poaching and working hours are sufficiently reliable for the purposes of this report. However, we agreed with Border Patrol officials that data on the costs of checkpoints is not reliable enough to be used. To determine whether existing Border Patrol data can be used to
measure the performance of internal checkpoints Border (line patrol and line monitoring), the performance of operations both within and between the Border Patrol sectors, we have improved two measures of performance-arrests per agent working year and the cost of arrests per agent working year. We chose to do this because the
Border Patrol uses only traditional law enforcement measures to report its performance, including the amount and type of contratra smugglers caught. These are not evaluated according to the inputs (intermediary labor, over-expenses) that go into performing them, and therefore do not provide a guide on how to better allocate agency
resources. To improve arrests per agent, we obtained data from the Border Patrol for the total number of agency working hours charged by agents working in internal checkpoint operations and each of the four sectors we visited for line monitoring and line patrol. (Line tracking and line patrol work very closely at the border and no data is
recorded separately for them by border patrol.) We were without an arrest per agent working year analysis for permanent or tactical checkpoints so that data on agent clocks loaded at individual checkpoints would not be recorded. In other words, work records are charged for hours by agents at internal checkpoints, while records do not
distinguish between the hours charged at permanent checkpoints and those uploaded to tactical checkpoints in the same sector. Using data uploaded to internal checkpoints and line monitoring/line patrol for each industry, we divided these total hours by 2,080, a standard working year of 52 weeks and 40 working hours per week. (The
Border Patrol work year is the same as the rest of the U.S. government.) Total intermediary working hours at checkpoints in a particular industry were divided by 2,080, producing what we call intermediary working years. Thus, if there were 2,080,000 hours of wages, the working year total would be divided into 1,000 working years-
2,080,000 2,080. To calculate what we said according to the intermediary study, we received data we obtained about the number of arrests that occurred at internal checkpoints in each sector in a particular fiscal year and shared this Applyed I: Scope and Methodology number according to the intermediary working year calculation. For
example, if 10,000 arrests occurred at internal checkpoints in an industry and 2,000 agents at those checkpoints were recorded as working years, the arrests per agent working year were 5 (10,000 arrests were divided by 2,000 working years). Of course, this did not directly include the work of support staff that contributed to the outcome
of the arrests. Our second measure was the cost per concern to check the known input of agent working years, in fact, with the capture of anxiety per working year. We chose this measure because it is a question that is often asked, if not almost universal Government programs, what is known about their cost-effectiveness? 2 A potential
measure of such cost-effectiveness for the Border Patrol, compared to other industries, how much will it cost to capture a single person in one industry? This measure and others should not be isolated as further guidelines to management decisions, the basic costs of an agency's core consequences (such as the capture of illegal in-
persons) information per entry unit (agent labor costs) can be a fundamental part of the better allocation of resources. Of course, the exact costs of all inputs would have been even better if they were known as the infrastructure load, but this was not available. That's why we used existing data as a method that showed how cost-
effectiveness measures could be more fully developed by the Border Patrol. To calculate wages per agency working year, we divided outputs by inputs - in this case, data on arrests per business year (for example, 521 in Tucson in fiscal 2001), divided by the average cost of an agency working year in fiscal year 2004, as expected by the
Border Patrol, and border patrol was expected as the country average for $53,000, or GS 11-11. , step 2, rank. This is defined as the national average for Border Patrol agents; Of course, an average for all agents, and the cost of living does not reflect variations 2See, for example, GAO, 21st Century Challenges: Federal Government
Base reexamining, GAO-05-325SP, (Washington, D.C.: February 2005) p.15. Cost effectiveness can be defined as achieving a specific purpose at the least cost. The cost-effective approach is useful in cases where there is a certain required outcome, but while this result 2011 is not measured financially, the costs are predictable. The
average cost is consistent with information on border patrol checkpoints where labor costs (inputs) are available, and one of the results is that arrests cannot be easily measured financially. Annex I: For coverage and methodology adjustments, or for the actual wide range of all Border Patrol salaries. We used the average working year
cost of TL 53,000 for all calculations for the period covering the fiscal years 2001-2004 and did not adjust the working year cost for inflation. Our goal was to show again what the approximate cost per arrest is and how this measure, along with other information and data, can serve as a means of allocating resources. We conducted our
work between September 2004 and May 2005 in accordance with generally accepted state audit standards. Annex II: The san diego sector profile geography of the industry covers a significant portion of the San Diego Sector and orange and riverside counties in California, more than 7,000 square miles and 60 miles of the international
border with Mexico. San Diego sector covers coastal beaches and vast mesas of coastal and inlet mountains, rugged canyons high desert. In this sector, more than half of the border consists of mountains, but there is also a smaller amount of rolling brush land, urban rugged terrain, canyons, farmland, flat desert and flat urban land.
Directly south of San Diego lies the cities of Tijuana and Tecate, Baja California-Mexico with a combined population of more than 2 million. For decades, this area has been the preferred corridor for illegal immigration due to highly populated neighborhoods north and south of the border. During our visits to the Industry's Organizational
Structure September and December 2004, a chief patrol agent, seven Border Patrol outposts and 1,634 agents were on duty at the head of the industry. The industry used four-wheel-drive vehicles, police sedans and vans to patrol between two parallel fences built along the border, about 16 miles in the interior of the Pacific Ocean. In
addition, the industry uses all-terrain vehicles (ATVs), helicopters, mountain bikes and horses to patrol border areas. Seismic sensors are also used to determine where smugglers and illegal aliens try to cross the border between official ports of entry. There are 4 permanent internal traffic checkpoints in the sector and 11 tactical
checkpoints operated when needed (see figure 10). The two busiest permanent checkpoints in the industry are (1) on northbound I-5, south of San Clemente, about 68 miles from the border, and (2) on I-15 heading north, near Temecula, also about 68 miles from the border. Most of the tactical checkpoints in the San Diego sector are
operated by the Temecula station, which areas up to 8 tactical checkpoints located on a network of secondary state highways heading roughly northwest from the eastern San Diego area toward Los Angeles and intersecting parallel or large I-15 interstate highways. According to Border Patrol officials, the run-ins make it possible for
smugglers and illegal aliens to try to bypass the i-15 Temecula checkpoint by entering side roads. Figure 10, Annex II: Shows some of the approximate locations used for the San Diego Industry Profile and tactical checkpoints, as well as the approximate location of permanent checkpoints on I-5 (San Clemente) and I-15 (Temecula), all of
which do not operate at the same time. Permanent checkpoints Tactical checkpoints Source: Border Patrol. Appendix II: San Diego Industry Profile Overview of Checkpoint Operations We observed that the operations and physical layout of the two permanent checkpoints in San Clemente and Temecula are largely similar, and al alcause
the local geography varies slightly, both checkpoints are located at points with high hills or other barriers in the vicinity (for example, the ocean at the I-5 checkpoint), which only made it difficult for them to be niched around checkpoints. I-5 checkpoint south of San Clemente has four. lanes and Border Patrol agents stand between lanes to
scan traffic (see figure 11). Trucks pass through the adjacent weighing station, where they are also scanned. Source: GAO. The I-15 checkpoint near Temecula is similar to the south of San Clemente, where Border Patrol agents have to monitor multiple lanes of traffic on a very busy highway. A big difference is that secondary roads south
of the checkpoint offer alternative routes for people trying to escape from the i-15 Temecula checkpoint. Appendix II: According to San Diego Industry Profile Border Patrol officials, the San Clemente I-5 traffic checkpoint for traffickers and illegal aliens is difficult to avoid because it is located in a physically narrow area between the high
hills on the right (facing north) and the ocean on the left, with side roads that are not easily accessible for miles before the checkpoint. Because the Navy's Camp Pendleton borders to the east. According to Border Patrol officials, to break through the border checkpoint, smugglers and illegal aliens must either pass through a park with state
park police or through the rugged grounds of Camp Pendleton, where military police are based. Vehicles can be observed at least a mile south of the cameras at the checkpoint so that those who try to enter Camp Pendleton inappropriately can be seen by the Border Patrol. Figure 12 shows an aerial photo of the I-5 checkpoint, the hills at
Camp Pendleton on the side of the checkpoint in the upper right, and the ocean at the bottom left of the checkpoint, which make it difficult to leave the checkpoint. As of November 2004, the San Clemente station was staffed with a patrol officer-in-charge and about 100 Border Patrol agents. Annex II: The San Diego Industry Profile
Temecula station also had personnel and about 127 agents by a patrol-agent-in-charge. During our visit to the I-5 checkpoint, we observed agencies conducting traffic controls (i.e. screening vehicles) with staff positions on the motorway. We observed two agents standing between the lanes of northbound I-5 traffic; each was responsible
for scanning the vehicles that approached him. We were told that agents were looking for visual clues that could show drug or alien trafficking, as in an incident we observed. During our visit, an agent told us that based on such visual cues, he sent a vehicle for secondary examination and that all passengers were later identified as illegal
aliens. In another lane closest to the center of the freeway was the Pre-Registered Access Lane (PAL), which allows vehicles to use electronic transponders to move faster than normal traffic lanes. (Obtaining a transponder requires passing a background research; San Clemente is just a U.S. checkpoint with such a lane.) However, an
agent was also positioned in the PAL strip and tried to pass without one, while we were there vehicle vehicle passengers were sent for secondary inspection, where they were identified as illegal aliens. The I-5 checkpoint also checks on buses that will stop at the checkpoint and trucks that will switch to an adjacent weighing station. At this
point, the Border Patrol also screens trucks using Vehicle and Cargo Inspection System (VACIS) machines that use gamma-Ray technology to inspect vehicle content from time to time. At checkpoints, all suspected traffickers or illegal aliens are fingerprinted using the Automated Biometric Identification system, and a law enforcement
check is carried out on fingerprints through the FBI's Integrated Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS). If individuals are found to be undocumented foreigners or are wanted for other crimes, detention facilities are available at checkpoints. Border Patrol officials said having the ability to carry out fingerprints and law
enforcement checks at checkpoints allows them to quickly determine whether detainees are illegal aliens or outstanding criminal complaints pending against them. Border Patrol officials said it is conducting a project to determine the number of illegal Annex II: San Diego Industry Profile foreigners with criminal records captured around
temecula and San Clemente checkpoints. For example, after matching their fingerprints with IAFIS over a 6-week period from August to September 2004, they found that 157 illegal aliens with criminal records were arrested by Temecula Border Patrol agents. These illegal aliens had criminal records, including assault, theft and
immigration offences. Overall, in the 6-week period, 28 percent of Temecula and 22 percent of San Clemente's arrests were illegal aliens with criminal records. Traffic Impact Border Patrol considers I-5 and I-15 checkpoints to be 24-hour checkpoints and usually shuts them down for safety reasons only. However, as we observed when we
visited the two checkpoints, the heavy volume of traffic can prevent every vehicle going north from being scanned. As mentioned above, the I-5 checkpoint south of San Clemente is the busiest domestic traffic checkpoint in the country, with about 144,000 vehicles passing daily, while the Temecula I-15 checkpoint ranks second, about
122,000 vehicles daily. However, as we have observed, and as San Clemente and Temecula checkpoint officials told us, when traffic comes back, traffic controls are suspended and cleared from the traffic checkpoint. Agents said they knew from experience how long a wait time traffic backups would produce and were closely monitoring
how long the line ate. During our visit, we said border patrol agents were monitoring traffic and took action to avoid creating major traffic delays at these checkpoints. Border Patrol agents suspend operations to avoid creating long traffic the actual time when vehicles stand out in highway lanes and visually control traffic varies. Checkpoint
records showed that traffic at the I-5 checkpoint south of San Clemente was screened only 36 percent of the time in fiscal 2004, a decrease from about 57 percent in fiscal 2003 to about 63 percent in fiscal 2002. Temecula checkpoint traffic was screened only 42 percent of the time in fiscal 2004, down from about 63 percent of the time in
fiscal 2003. Border Patrol officials threw these declines at the unity of understaffing at the stations and the need to avoid suggesting long traffic waits for the public. According to Temecula station officials during our visit in September 2004, no complaints had been filed about traffic delays for at least a few months. Annex II: San Diego
Industry Profile Checkpoint Capabilities We have observed that permanent checkpoints in San Clemente and Temecula have a range of capabilities to monitor and supervise vehicles and occupiers. These include those concrete side aprons off the highway to allow for more intensive secondary inspections, shadow for those cages and
canines, those surveillance cameras to monitor activities at the checkpoint, those computers with fixed communication, those detention facilities to keep smugglers and illegal aliens, and those concrete side aprons, those concrete side saquins with their own traffic lanes so trucks can line up for VACIS gamma-ray inspections. In addition
to Manning Permanent Checkpoints for Additional Permanent Ones of Tactical Checkpoints, the Border Patrol routine establishes tactical checkpoints to reduce the chances of people fleeing permanent ones using secondary routes. In particular, the Temecula checkpoint has eight locations established when tactical checkpoints are
needed based on illegal immigration or related activity intelligence. On sandia creek road south and west of the I-15 checkpoint, we observed a tactical checkpoint in a back-hill countryside where traffic was low, but the secondary road network was able to escape checkpoints on the main highway (see figure 13). At this tactical checkpoint,
agents stopped each vehicle and drivers and passengers spoke; in contrast, at permanent checkpoints with heavy traffic volume, most vehicles are not stopped, but observed as they slowly pass through checkpoint lanes. Annex II: San Diego Industry Profile Source: GAO. Annex III: Tucson Sector Profile Geography and Organization
Sector runs 261 miles along the U.S.-Mexico border in Tucson, Arizona, the area of responsibility sector yuma County, Arizona, line new Mexico; 90,530 square miles in this area. The sector covers national parkland and Indian booking pieces in Tohono O'odham, and the surrounding area is very southwestern border-terrain consisting of
mountains, flat desert, rolling brushland, welcoming and canyons. The lack of shade can pose serious health hazards to those trying to walk in this area, as temperatures can reach an average daily high of 100 to 110 degrees and extend widely in the border and in the interior areas. According to Border Patrol officials, much of the border
in this sector is not limited to cattle fences and border signs, and with little effect with all kinds of effective fences. According to officials, cattle fences can prevent cattle from crossing the border, but they are not designed or designed to prevent people from doing so, since these are actually strands of wire, which have large gaps between
them and are easily removed from each other. Agents patrol the border as trucks, planes, horse backs, ATVs and bicycles and on foot; protection of traffic checkpoints along highways from border areas; and conduct anti-trafficking investigations. During our visit in October 2004, the industry was run by a lead patrol agent and was
automated from 2,100 Border Patrol agents stationed across the industry from eight Border Patrol stations. An overview of Industry Border Patrol operations in the Tucson sector has been the subject of a legislative aspect of Operations since fiscal year 1999; it has not been applied to any other Border Patrol sector in this direction. For



the fiscal years 1999-2004, annual appropriations actions made no funds available for any Border Patrol checkpoint site purchase, design or construction in the Tucson sector.1 Fiscal 1Omnibus Consolidated and Emergency Additional Appropriations in the Tucson sector, since 1999, P.L. 105277 (1998) had no permanent checkpoints;
Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2000, P.L. 106-113 (1999); District of Columbia appropriations, 2001, P.L. 106-553 (2000); Trade, Justice and Government, Judiciary and Related Institutions Appropriations Act, 2002, S.L. 107-77 (2001); Consolidated Appropriations Decision, 2003, P.L. 108-7 (2003); Department of Homeland Security
Appropriations Act, 2004, P.L. 108-90 (2003); and department of the Homeland Security Appropriations Act, 2005, S.L. 108-334 (2004). Annex III: Tucson Industry Profile year 1999 (or earlier), the impact of this legislative language was that no permanent checkpoints were planned or could be built in this sector.2 To comply with the
congressional ban on funding for permanent checkpoints, and for the transportation of checkpoints after a certain period of time on the day of the congressional requirement, the Border Patrol said it maintains what we call non-permanent checkpoints, when it is open, usually in the same places Except for one of I-19, fiscal year 2002 in
June 2004, and state highway 83 in another. On I19 day, the border was changed from northern De Nogales to tucson, a major north-south interstate highway running about 70 miles away, non-permanent checkpoints KP 42 and KP 25, 17 kilometers further south, by the end of June 2002 fiscal year 2004. Starting in fiscal year 2005, the
Border Patrol held the checkpoint The KP 42 location had occurred regularly at KP 25, to prevent illegal entering by taking advantage of the southerly movement. According to the Border Patrol, the checkpoint is open for 14 days, closed for 8 hours, then reopens for 14 days. The Border Patrol states that it believes this program is
compatible with the legislative language of fiscal year 2005 and requires Tucson industry checkpoints to average relocation at least every 14 days. Other checkpoints in the industry were opened and closed in fiscal 2005 with varying tariffs, but these programs also comply with the law, according to the Border Patrol. To support these non-
permanent checkpoints, the Tucson sector periodically operates tactical checkpoints, as in other sectors with permanent checkpoints. Tactical checkpoints work in the same way as tactical checkpoints in other sectors with permanent checkpoints. Figure 14 shows the industry and approximate locations where open ken non-permanent
checkpoints can be located. 2 Used a combination of mobile patrols and temporary checkpoints that stayed in the same place for a long time but did not have permanent infrastructure, according to the 2 Border Patrol. Annex III: Tucson Industry Profile Non-Permanent checkpoints Source: Border Patrol. According to the Border Patrol, the
three sections are between three sections on state highway 83. (Approximate locations are shown as 83C MP54, 83C and 82. Due to safety issues, non-permanent checkpoints designated as SR 90, 80C and highway 191 do not have alternative sites. According to the Border Patrol, these periods are kept open and closed for the period
allowed by law. Another checkpoint is open and closed at approximately the same time as the southern entry point on the border. However, the Border Patrol tracks industry night traffic in a variety of ways, such as patrolling; This is enough, he said, given the very light traffic in the night sector. Annex III: We observed non-permanent
checkpoint operations on Tucson Sector Profile Checkpoint Operations I-19, a north-south interstate highway stretching from Nogales in the north to the Tucson border, about 70 miles away. According to Border Patrol officials, only limited routes are available to circumvent the i-19 checkpoint, especially as it collects dust after vehicles,
walking through the countryside that can make smugglers or aliens relatively visible. According to officials, an average of more than 15,000 vehicles passed through the daily I-19 checkpoint in fiscal year 2003, including many commercial trucks, especially during the production season. The I-19 non-permanent checkpoint consisted of a
trailer, portable generators, a wewed of water and recreation room facilities; traffic warning signs; and orange traffic cones to determine the checkpoint area and slow down the vehicles to be checked. Time The visit was located next to an overpass to provide some protection from the elements, as the I19 checkpoint is not the canopy it
usually is at the permanent checkpoints we visit in other sectors. Border Patrol officials also said it was suitable for checkpoint operations due to location and security considerations at only two locations along I-19. From June 2002 to the end of fiscal year 2004, the I-19 checkpoint was replaced between these two locations, KP 42 and KP
25, relocating every 7 days. During the fiscal year 2005, the checkpoint location was maintained only in the northern position as mentioned above and is open for 14 days, then closed for 8 hours and then reopened for 14 days. At I-19 checkpoint locations, the Border Patrol screen has two highway lanes and an off-ramp with three lanes
of northbound traffic. The operation, consisting of Border Patrol agents and canines, sold out a trailer containing a small detention room and a stand-alone computer that was not connected from the outside. There was no wired computer access to the databases to check fingerprints or verify identities through other law enforcement
databases. Therefore, according to Border Patrol agents, they can process some reports on the computer, but they need to save the information on a floppy disk and take it back to the station for further processing. Similarly, suspects must be processed and fingerprinted, waiting until the suspects are taken to the border patrol station on
wired computers. In the summer, we were told that the temperature could reach about 130 degrees on the heated track of the highway; as a result, blood performance and endurance are limited. Annex III: According to the Tucson Industry Profile Border Patrol, the equipment that must be transported when I-19 and other checkpoints are
moved includes at least 3 light generator plants; 1 generator; 1 portable toilet; 20-100 traffic cones; and 5 or more signs showing warnings such as Stop, Future Checkpoint, Reduce Speed, and so on. In addition, the standard minimum distribution will be a processing trailer and detention area, two or more marked vehicles and a water
trailer. The I-19 checkpoint on KP 42 had little space to conduct secondary inspections, which consisted of dirt on the side of the highway. Border Patrol officials said they were capable of installing anything that could be considered to create a permanent infrastructure such as water lines, electricity, embedded lines of communication or
towers and buildings to comply with legal restrictions. Figure 15 shows the I-19 non-permanent checkpoint near KP 42. Source: GAO. Annex III: State Tucson Sector Profile Checkpoint We also observed non-permanent checkpoint on state highway 85, close to Highway 85 near Ajo, Ajo, Arizona. According to Border Patrol officials, this
checkpoint is just south of Arizona, where state highways 85 and 86 converse. all vehicles heading north must pass through the checkpoint. We've only been told by 1,100 vehicles transiting through this checkpoint every day. As with the I-19 checkpoint, the Ajo checkpoint had only limited portable equipment capabilities. There were no
overpasses to provide shade. The Ajo checkpoint is shown in figure 16. Source: GAO. Annex IV: Sector Laredo Sector Profile Geography covers Laredo, Texas, border patrol sector 110,000 square miles, 116 counties or parts of counties stretching north to the Oklahoma border, and about 171 river miles of the common border with
Mexico. The eastern boundary of the sector is the McAllen sector, the southern border is the Rio Grande and the western border is the Del Rio sector. The industry's international border represents about 10.6 percent of the southwestern border and includes the International Falcon Reservoir, also called Lake Falcon, a 120-square-mile
body of water that could flood the Rio Grande in 1953. The southwest side of the lake is controlled by Mexico, on the northeast side by the United States, with running down an imaginary line from the middle of the international border. The industry's diverse economic base includes sections of the Rio Grande Valley, large, private cattle
ranches, other agriculture, and a large volume of goods from trucked Mexico from the ports of Laredo entering the United States, and then stored in warehouses while inspecting and transferring them to trucks for transportation to the rest of the United States. According to Border Patrol officials, Laredo is one of the busiest commercial
ports of entry in the United States. According to Border Patrol officials, industry land often consists of rolling brush lairs, reservoirs, farmland and urban plains, and while more rural areas are quite flat, it has dense shrubs that can hinder people such as smugglers or illegal aliens trying to walk to offroad. During our January 2005 visit to the
Organization structure of the Laredo Sector, the industry was run by a chief patrol agent and was made up of 981 Border Patrol agents deployed across the industry from eight Border Patrol stations. The industry had ATVs, helicopters, fixed-wing aircraft and patrol boats; the latter is used to patrol the International Falcon Reservoir. Patrol
boats are not used for Rio Grande patrol, but jet skis are used for fast water river rescues, according to Border Patrol officials. About 80 people also bleeded into traffic screening operations at the industry's checkpoints. According to Border Patrol officials, the industry has five checkpoints that overlook traffic 24/24 hours a week, usually
only for security reasons, and use six tactical checkpoints until under-opening on a required basis, according to Border Patrol officials. We visited two permanent checkpoints in the area, on two-lane state highway 351, around And on I-35, the major north-south interstate highway to Laredo and San Antonio. Also visiting the construction
site of the new, replacement permanent checkpoint for Annex IV: Laredo Sector Profile I-35 exists an existing one about 10 miles north of its current location. According to Border Patrol officials, the new border point is planned to open in August 2005. There are more secondary roads in the Laredo sector than in the neighbouring McAllen
sector; As a result, the Border Patrol keeps more permanent checkpoints and also uses tactical checkpoints. According to Border Patrol officials, tactical checkpoints are used at certain times of the year, depending on factors such as traffic increases on secondary roads and local, state or national incidents conducted in the area.
According to officials, the industry's permanent and tactical checkpoints are strategically placed on roads and highways and intersections that allow monitoring and inspection of vehicles leaving the border area (see Annex IV: Laredo Industry Profile Permanent checkpoints Tactical checkpoints Source: Border Patrol. Note: The location
shown on Highway 83 is a recommended checkpoint; therefore, there are five valid persistent checkpoints. According to the Border Patrol, traffic checkpoint operations are often supported by local farmers who allow the Border Patrol to enter their fenced goods. According to Border Patrol officials, the avalanche also allowed the Border
Patrol to place sensors in locations that were preferable to smugglers. Annex IV: Laredo Sector Profile Checkpoint Operations We observed the operations of two permanent checkpoints in the Laredo sector; On I-35, about 15 miles north of Laredo, and on state highway 359 between Falfurrias and Laredo in the McAllen area. As with this
and other checkpoints we visited in the McAllen sector, checkpoints had at least two traffic lanes, one reserved for passengers and trucks, and the other a toll booth-like area for commercial trucks and buses (see figure 18). Source: GAO. During our visit, there was a supervisor, six agents and kanin at the I-35 checkpoint. The facility
consisted of A trailer containing IAFIS fingerprint equipment, three waiting areas for captured illegal aliens and a video camera (including infrared for night use) to monitor activities in and around the checkpoint. Border Patrol agents say the waiting time for I-35 vehicle traffic is no more than 20 to 30 minutes and usually occurs around 2
p.m. We observed an elevator that could be used to inspect under vehicles, but not trucks inspected by gamma ray equipment. We asked if VACIS equipment was available for scanning trucks as we have seen at other checkpoints with gamma ray Annex IV: Laredo Industry Profile, and agents told us that VACIS trucks were not
permanently present at the checkpoint, but can be used periodically by the official entry point upon request. As with checkpoints in the McAllen sector, those in the Laredo sector are directed to inspect every vehicle moving north, according to Border Patrol officials. According to Border Patrol officials, it is possible to scan all vehicles
passing through checkpoints, as there are few north-south roads in the sector, no secondary roads to go around checkpoints and a manageable volume of traffic. As we observed, each vehicle was sniffed by a grudge and the passengers were questioned by a Border Patrol agent. We're told agents can process a vehicle in an average of
9 seconds. According to the Texas Department of Transportation, the checkpoint on I-35 averages 13,600 transit vehicles per day; About 36 percent of them are trucks. Border patrol agents on Highway 359 outside Hebbronville (see fig. 19) told us that they had captured a number of brush walkers, illegal aliens, who went through the
brush surrounding the checkpoint to evad capture. Agents said the smugglers would drop off a lot of aliens from the checkpoint in a little short time so they could try to walk to a point where they could be taken again. But agents said the crossing was a very difficult terrain, even along farm and pipeline trails, which are monitored in a
variety of ways, including electronic surveillance. Agents also noted that local ranchers are very supporting Border Patrol activity in the area and provide keys for access to their farms when intrusions are detected or ranchers call agents to report suspected illegal aliens on the property. Figures 19 and 20 show two checkpoints in the
industry. Annex IV: Laredo Industry Profile Source: GAO. Appeasing IV: Laredo Industry Profile The Laredo checkpoints we observed had a wide range of capabilities to scan vehicles and their passengers. It provides cover from the air, including shade for agents and thins, including those permanent tollboth-like structures; elevators to
allow sub-control of those vehicles; computers with wired communications and databases to allow investigation into detainees; o detention facilities; and allow those concrete side aprons to align off the road room for inspections of trucks with their traffic lanes. As mentioned, a new I-35 checkpoint is planned to open in August 2005, about
10 miles north of its current location. Border Patrol officials said one of the biggest advantages of the new location is that warehouses or other structures, which they say currently provide smugglers with protection to monitor operations at the existing I-35 checkpoint, are out of sight. The new checkpoint will cost about $12,000,000 for the
resource: Border Patrol. Checkpoint Capabilities Appeasing IV: Laredo The profile structure, along with separate lanes for passenger vehicles and trucks, will be able to accommodate six-lane vehicles with a large area for inspection and unloading of trucks if necessary (see figure 21). Source: Border Patrol. Appeasing V: McAllen Sector
Profile Geography Industry Covers McAllen, Texas, Border Patrol sector covers 18,584 square miles, 19 counties, and about 316 river miles of the common border with Mexico. The industry's international border represents about 9.4 percent of the southwest border; The southern edge follows the Rio Grande via Brownsville, draining it
into the Gulf of Mexico. Much of the industry, which includes part of the Rio Grande Valley, is privately owned farms, including the famous King Ranch, which has about 800,000 acres. Although the terrain in the sector is quite flat, dense sage receives enough precipitation to allow brushes and cacti to grow. According to Border Patrol
officials, this created an inhospitable environment for people such as smugglers or smugglers trying to walk off-road or illegal aliens, as the brush could actually block foot traffic or seriously injure people trying to negotiate. Annex V: During our February 2005 visit to the McAllen Industry Profile Organizational Structure of the Industry, the
industry was managed by a lead patrol agent and formed a team of 1,465 Border Patrol agents stationed through nine Border Patrol stations through the entire sector. The industry had ATVs, helicopters, patrol boats and fixed-wing aircraft. The industry also uses bicycle patrols around ports of entry and the city centre, as well as video
monitors and electronic sensors placed along the border to detect people or vehicles trying to enter the country illegally. In the industry, only two major north-south highways are moving away from the border: U.S. highways 281 and 77. The Border Patrol has both permanent checkpoints in Falfurrias and Sarita, respectively. Both
checkpoints are about 80 miles in the interior of the international border and are roughly parallel to each other, despite being about 25 miles in between (see figure 22). Border Patrol officials said the combination of just two north-south highways and the lack of tali roads made it unnecessary to set up tactical checkpoints to support
permanent highways. Border Patrol officials said checkpoints in falfurrias and Sarita would not easily be underestimated by walking or driving around them, given the lack of land, fenced private farms, detection sensors and tali roads. Additional V: McAllen Industry Profile Permanent checkpoints Source: Border Patrol. Annex V: McAllen
Sector Profile Border Patrol checkpoints on U.S. highways 281 and 77 land too much Farmland, both heavily fenced and actively patrolled by private security forces, according to Border Patrol officials. As in the Laredo sector, checkpoint operations were supported by local ranchers, according to the Border Patrol, which allows illegal entry
to access their fenced property. Checkpoint Operations We observed permanent checkpoint operations in Falfurrias on A.S. Highway 281, a major north-south highway running McAllen north of the border toward San Antonio, Texas (see res. 22). This checkpoint (and one on the U.S. highway we didn't visit77) had a tollbooth area with at
least two traffic lanes, reserved for passengers and trucks, while for other commercial trucks and buses. At both checkpoints, Border Patrol agents have to stop and scan every vehicle moving north. As we observed, each vehicle was sniffed by a grudge and its passengers questioned by a Border Patrol agent. We also observed that a bus
was being searched, after hitting a dog, showing possible drugs. Agents found three 100-pound marijuana in the engine compartment. According to Border Patrol officials, agents process a vehicle in about 9 seconds and with an average of 14,900 vehicles, about 40 percent a day through checkpoints. This traffic volume allows agents to
stop and question the occupiers of each vehicle, compared with 144,000 vehicles daily passing through the California checkpoint on I-5 south of San Clemente. According to Border Patrol officials, there is little need to use tactical checkpoints to support permanent checkpoints in the McAllen sector because force smugglers and illegal
aliens trying to cross checkpoints on U.S. highways 281 and 77 lack secondary roads and geography that cannot be easily crossed. This contrasts with industry operations in Tucson and San Diego, where tactical checkpoints on the tali roads are constantly being used to support permanent checkpoints due to the many different routes
leading to the border that can be used for traffickers and illegal aliens. Checkpoint Capabilities had a wide range of permanent checkpoint capabilities and vehicles and display facilities to invaders on U.S. highways 281 and 77. These include Appeasing V: McAllen Industry Profile permanent box office-like structures that provide cover
from the air, including shade for those agents and thinks; elevators to allow sub-control of those vehicles; those computers with wired communications and databases to provide identity checks; o detention facilities; and it allows concrete side aprons to cross a safe VACIS gamma-Ray vehicle away from the main traffic lanes of the truck
and align with enough room to inspect them. Figure 23 shows several photos of the checkpoint on U.S. Highway 281 near Falfurrias, Texas. Additional V: McAllen Industry Profile Source: Annex VI: Department of Homeland Security Comments Page 83 GAO-05-435 Border Patrol Annex VI: Department of Homeland Security Comments
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